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Enrollment decline
produces hefty bill
to be paid by HSU
By Kevin Brummond
Staff writer
HSU will have to pay back $102,600
to the state because of a drop in enrollment of full-time-equivalent students,
according to the
Census Report
released yesterday.
The number of FTEs is derived from
the total number of units taken by all
students, divided by 15.
In addition, the Department of Student Services budget will be reduced by
approximately $90,000 because of the
decrease in enrollment.
HSU has to send back the money
because originally, the Legislature set
HSU’s budget at 6,680 FTEs, 40 more
than what the HSU administration had
requested. The state, however, will
allow the actual enrollment to vary by
150 either way (up or down); sngthian

Skeptics prompt
investigation of
search services

By SyiviaT. Harrer
Staff writer
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director, said
ne interview.
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“We

began

in

a

recent

the investigation

last

in hopes of gaining more informa-

en about the search organizations,”
Marmaduke said.

HSU Financial Aid Director Jack
Altman said there are some drawbacks

to using a scholarship search organizaone bei
nary
tion, =
When asked if he would seccenenend
a scholarship search program to a
student cocking financial aid sources,
Altman said, ‘‘No, I'd have to see

See INVESTIGATION, page 24

below the 150 “‘tolerance level’’ has to
be paid back to the state at the cost of
$1,800
FTE.
But this year’s total of FTE students
was 207 less than the budgeted 6,680
(or $7 FTE’s below the tolerance level).
The $102,000 payback is lower than
the estimate presented in a memorandum at Friday’s meeting of the University Resource Planning and Budget
Committee that met to discuss proposed budget cuts due to the payback.
The memorandum, presented by Edward C. Del Biaggio, chairman of the
Standing Committee on Budget and
Finance, said HSU would have had to
pay back $163,000 to the state because
of the drop in enrollment, and student
services fees would have had to be
reduced by $108,648.
The FTE Census Report, however,
will somewhat
change the figures
—
in Del Biaggio’s memoranjum.
Del Biaggio stated in the memorandum that the standing committee
followed certain principles in which the
payback could be accomplished, and
that his committee’s recommendations
would ‘‘have the least impact in keeping with the URPBC criteria adopted
earlier.’’
Some of the principles adopted
stated that the Standing Committee on
and Finance would:
» “Not
address the issue of
—
based upon a pro rata reduction.

to, if possible,

—.
yo

avoid

ea,

.

» “Attempt
to identify specific
areas for pa
nid
» Consider URPBC
criteria for
budget reductions.
» “Minimize student service participation as it related to the necessity
to pay back the $163,000 (which will be
modified to $102,000).”’
um said four areas in
The
have to take cuts of
would
budget
the
more than $10,000.
HSU would have to pay back the
given to the
state $68,719 that was
tional FTEs
when 40
university
by the state to this year’s
were
FTE estimate.
The memorandum also stated a

reduction of an additional 1.7 faculty
positions or $36,246.

See PAYBACK, back page
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Steve

Yocum

wonders why he isn’t wet.

Would-be Ponce de Leons unite
to seek fountain rejuvenation
By Denise Morris and Pat Stupek
Staff writers
The fountain in front of the HSU
John Van Duzer Theater may
flow
its
again, if a group of students
way.
The group, calling itself Fountain

Lovers of the World, has already stalled efforts to turn the dry, cement fountain into a planter.

The fountain was shut down several

years ago because of a water-pipe
failure and vandalism.
Wayne Hawkins, grounds and landsupervisor

scape

at

Plant

Operations, said work was starting on
the planter prevent. ‘but we looked at
the

fountain

fomene™

interest

again

because

received

of

from

Associated Students President Ross

Glen said, ‘‘This summer, a group of

See FOUNTAIN, page 17
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Race for Congress comes to a head
Republican candidate descends on campus
By Martia Melendy
Commualty

Democrat Bosco attempts to topple old guard
By Martin Melendy

editor

Community editor

His congressional career began
about the time of the Cuban missile
crisis, and Don Clausen has continually disproved what Bob Dylan sang in
“The Times They Are A Changin’,’’
for Arcata’s man in Washington,
D.C., is running for his 11th term.
Tuesday, Clausen faces a challenge
for his Ist District seat by Democratic
Assemblyman
Doug
Bosco,
and
recently the 59-year-old Republican
made a rare visit to campus and was
tracked down by telephone for interviews.
Clausen, who is finishing his 20th
year in Congress, gave his view of cuts
in federal financial aid, the proposed
Cal-Nickel mine in Del Norte County,
offshore oil and natural gas exploration, Proposition 12, the bilateral
nuclear weapons
freeze initiative,
chances for decommissioning
the
Humboldt Bay nuclear power plant
and other issues.

a
question on student
loan reductions,
Clausen wondered out
loud why students needed ‘‘more,
more, more’’ financial aid, then added, ‘‘I have consistently supported the
omens of student assistance as a
whole.’
Clausen went on to say Congress was
forced to cut federal loan programs for
students because of the number of
defaults. There have been ‘‘far too
many instances of defaults’’ on student
loans, and this pattern has the potenpoe to cast doubt on such programs, he
As for the uncompleted Cal-Nickel
mine in Gasquet, about 100 miles north
of Arcata, Clausen stated his concerns
with the project, but did not oppose or
endorse the mine.
His concerns were the potential for
truck traffic near the resort community
of Gasquet, acid rain and waste
i
into the Smith River, he said.
proposal calling for the use
of North Coast natural resources is oil
and natural gas exploration planned by
U.S. Interior Secretary James Watt.
Clausen said his position in opposition to the drilling would ‘‘coincide
with the counties contiguous with the
Outer Continental
f."" He added

Don Clausen
that if the counties’ position changes
‘*I would reassess.’’
As for his position on Proposition
12, the bilateral nuclear weapons freeze
initiative, Clausen said, ‘‘I have indicated I would vote for it,’’ adding,
“*I accept the message of concern that
would be forthcoming with regards to
the nuclear arms build-up."’
As for Humboldt County’s own
nuclear question, Clausen would not
say whether he opposed or supported
efforts to decommission the Humboldt
Bay power plant.
Clausen said he helped set up a
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission
review of the decommissioning process, and ‘“‘that’s as far as I want to
go.”” He added, ‘‘It’s questionable it
will be brought on line because of the
economics.”’
The congressman quickly stated his
opposition to a U.S. Navy proposal to
<e
Seeeies nuclear submarines
off the Mendocino coast.
**] would fight with all my muscles
to stop any nuclear sub dumping oft
the coast,’’ he said.

a, ae

GUITAR

In an example of the young vs. the
old guard, Democrat Doug Bosco is attempting to defeat Republican Congressman Don Clausen and end the incumbent’s
20-year
reign
in
Washington, D.C.
Bosco,
the
36-year-old
Assemblyman in the 2nd District, is
making his bid to represent the Ist
Congressional District.
In an interview Oct. 8, Bosco stated
his views on federal financial aid cuts,
California’s bilateral nuclear weapons
freeze initiative, possible decommissioning of the Humboldt Bay nuclear
power plant, a yet-to-be-completed
mine in Del Norte County and other
topics.
A 1968 graduate of Willamette
University in Salem, Ore., with a
——*
couse in E
- Bosco
isagrees wit
ministration
cuts in financi aid
‘‘The Reagan administration has
turned its back on education. He just
views it as another social program. Intelligent people view it as an investment
in the future,’’ Bosco said.
The candidate went on to say he su
ported reinstatement of grant-in-aid
programs that had been cut.
Not a proponent of all initiatives
that can be construed as liberal causes,
Bosco said he o
Proposition 15,
the gun control initiative, and Proposition 13, the water resources initiative.
He ‘‘very much’’ supports Proposition 11, the can and bottle initiative.
A backer of Proposition 12, the
bilateral nuclear
ns freeze initiative, Bosco ref
to California’s
sizable voting
population and said
passage woul — ras os “y
_
tion message to
ngton,
D.C.
On another nuclear front, Bosco
said the process to decommission a
nuclear power plant was ‘‘one of many
areas poorly thought out with nuclear
power,”’ then said, ‘‘It’s imperative to
decommission and find a way to
dis
spent
fuel safely.”
ough
Bosco has lent legislative
support to a planned multi-mineral

OUTDOOR
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Doug Bosco
mine project located near Gasquet,
about 100 miles north of Arcata, he
said the project still needs to meet environmental impact g
ines.
“I’m unsure whether this project

will go on,”” Bosco said, adding, ‘‘If it

can meet the guidelines it may create

A tributary of the Smith River is
available for use by Cal Nickel in mine
operations, but Bosco said ‘‘no attempt will be made to dam productive
streams of the Smith.’’
In the interview, Bosco labeled a
U.S. Navy plan to scuttle decomissioned nuclear submarines off the Mendocino coast ‘a foolish and unnecessary way to dispose waste,’’ and
said it was hard to determine the outcome of efforts to prevent oil and
—
gas exploration off the North
ast.
Bosco said he believed these efforts
would be successful. ‘‘I think we can
oat off unless there is another oil
isis.””

Regarding the counties’ bountiful
cash crop, marijuana, Bosco said, ‘‘l
don’t favor decriminalization.’’
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Tired of cooking and dirty dishes?
Looking for ways to stretch your food dollars
Get out of the kitchen and enjoy a variety
of meals from the nine dining and snack areas
on campus. A prepaid meal plan is available
in the Housing Office. Instaliment payment plan
is available!

Check it out!!!

Call 826-3451
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Council endorses props 11, 12, Measure E
‘*By supporting this proposition we
are representing what is going
on, on
campus,”"” Jay McCabe, student services commissioner, said.

By Valerie Moore

Staff writer

Propositions 11 and 12 and Measure
were endorsed by the Student
ve Council Monday night.
council voted unanimously to
support Proposition 11, the beverage
container initiative, and local Measure
E, which calls for the U.S. Congress to
redirect ‘‘dollars wasted on military
spending ... to local jobs serving the

Marcus qualified his opposition to

E

*"s needs.”’
After lengthy debate, the SLC also
a motion supporting Proposi-

tion 12, the nuclear weapons freeze initiative, with a vote of 11-2. Programming Commissioner Ethan Marcus and
Creative
Arts and
Humanities
Representative Dave Werling cast the
dissenting votes.
If passed, Proposition 12 would
direct the governor, as a representative
of the people of California, to send by
Dec. 31 a letter to President Reagan
urging the U.S. government to enter into an agreement with the Soviet Union
to immediately halt the testing, pro-

the proposition by saying he supported
‘ta peace initiative in general, rather
than one directed at a specific kind of
n.’”

duction and deployment of all nuclear
weapons in a way that can be checked
by both governments.
By supporting this proposition ‘‘we
are trying to say, ‘Hey, we're scared of
nuclear war.’ Yes, this may not do
much, but it’s a start,’’ Representativeat-Large Byron Turner said in response
to councilmembers who questioned the
effectiveness of the initiative.
_ “The importance of this bill is that if
it passes it will show that people can
form a
grass-roots alliance,’’ David
Haiby, physical education and health
representative, said.
“If it passes in California, then it
would probably pass in all states, and
then he (the president) wouldn’t have
- _
but to respond to it,’’ Haiby

erling called Proposition 12 a
‘paper catharsis’’ and said he believed
some statements in the initiative which
were ‘‘said as fact were not, in fact,
fact
Earlier in the meeting, five new SLC
members were appointed. They were:
David Haiby, physical education and
health representative; Otis Johnson,
behavioral and social science representative; Jason Randall, planning commissioner;
Anjali
Singh,
inter-

disciplinary studies and

special pro-

grams
representative;
and
Scot
Stegman, natural resources representative.

_ The resignation of Steve Cates, planning commissioner, was presented to
the council by Joe Corcoran, SLC
chairperson.

During
his report, A.S. President
Ross Glen announced the establishment of the A.S.
president’s ad hoc
Committee on World Issues. The committeeof five students will research
world issues and present its findings to
~ president and the council, Glen
sai
Glen formed the committee to help

the SLC deal with issues which are

often political. McCabe, who is the only councilmember on the committee,
will act as a liaison between the committee and the SLC, Glen said.
The council adopted a resolution to
designate Nov. 1-5 as ‘‘an HSU student
awareness and support week of the
United Way and its member agencies.’’
The resolution also states that HSU
should display the United Way flag
during that week.
A.S.
Treasurer
Peggy O'Neill
reported that the
A.S. operating
budget for 1982-83 will not need to be
changed, even though student enrollment
was lower than expected.
However, she estimated $1,600 rather
than $7,000 will go into reserve accounts.

CSSA representative brings back report

Budget talks dominate state meeting
By Denise Morris
Staff writer
It was the 1983-84 California State University
support budget, draft registration, and withdrawal
policies that dominated a recent meeting of the
California State Student Association.
And it was Bill Crocker, CSSA student representative, who brought the views of HSU students to
the Oct. 15-17 meeting held at CSU, Northridge.
‘‘The major
issue at the meeting
was the support
budget,”
Crocker, a 19-year-old
wildlife major,
said. ‘‘Particularly, the new state university fee.’’
The fee, which was implemented in June, carries
an additional yearly charge of $48 for students taking fewer than 5.9 units and $150 for students taking six units or more.
Crocker said the extra money would be used to

‘For example, there is

talk of tuition
this year...it would
directly affect
the CSU student.’

with six abstentions.

eee check policies and withdrawal
.
e said.
‘“We are especially concerned with the amount of
time allowed to withdraw from a class. We believe
the student is not given an adequate number of days
ware a course and we want more time,’’ Crocker

this matter with its
ve lobbying
group in
Sacramento and its CS' liaison to ao hinders
office in Long Beach."’
Crocker also discussed the failure of a resolution
outlining CSSA’s commitment to the opposition of
the draft and draft registration.
He said the student association age
that
there are diverse political philosophies
among

Crocker’s trip to Northridge was funded by the

Associated Students and cost $269, including air

.
{o's PIZZA PARLORS
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EUREKA
7th & Pine Sts
443-3262

(1 John 5:12)

from CSU

Ann Reynolds to convene a task force of constituents to address the areas of academic advising,

“The CSSA will be conducting a follow-up on

tional fee,” he said. ‘‘We (the CSSA) wanted to
know why the unit break was made at 5.9 and 6.0.
This w
force the student taking two classes — a
part-time status — to pay full-time fees.
of reassurance that
*‘We also wanted some t
not fluctuate with the
the state university fee
nation’s economic trends.”’
who also serves as the Student
Crocker,

Representatives

Fullerton, Hayward and Los Angeles were absent
when the resolution was voted on.
Crocker also reported on the association’s stance
on withdrawal policy.
““We passed a resolution to urge Chancellor W.

quirements for the state university fee.’’

offset the deficit in the state of California budget.
“*But the CSSA has two concerns with this addi-

“He that has the
Son has life...”

students attending the 19 CSU campuses and added, ‘‘some campuses are more conservative.”
‘‘Personally, I’m concerned with the CSSA addressing social issues,’’ he said. ‘‘I think we should
be concerned primarily with student issues.”
‘“‘For example, there is talk of tuition this year.
We would have to spend a great deal of time on this
o— because it would directly affect the CSU stuent.’’
The draft opposition resolution was defeated 7-3,

Legislative Council’s commissioner of academic affairs, said the CSSA’s Executive Committee voiced
its concerns about the fee during Wednesday’s CSU
Board of Trustees meeting in Long Beach.
“The trustees listened to the committee’s concerns,’’ he said, ‘‘but passed the 1983-84 support
budget which
included the current unit re-
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Letters
LJ irresponsible
Editor:
I believe that the headline writer and the editor of
The Lumberjack have acted in an irresponsible
fashion in the editorial regarding the new chancellor
of the California State
University system.
To call the ‘New chancellor a comic choice’’ has
no basis in fact because we aes 0
had not
enough experience with the new c
lor to know
whether or not she is ‘‘comic.’’ In fact, some of us

who have had personal contact with her view her
with cautious optimism.
In the first paragraph of the editorial, you could

have made the desired point by adding the words

f

-

fe

av

J

7

-—_,

7

AND THEY RE 30 ADAPTABLE!

po

mw

‘‘method of’* so that the first sentence would have
read, ‘“‘The method of selection of..."’ rather than
implying that she was a bad choice because of her
own characteristics. She is not the betrayer, the
board of trustees were the betrayers.
To the best of my knowledge, the facts in the rest
of the editorial are correct.
All of them
point to a
fault in the method, not to faults in the chancellor.
The procedure was faulty — it was an insult to the
faculty and violated the spirit of collegiality which
is essential in a reputable university.

‘

peat Pon

HSU disabled get run around
O

ut of sight, out of mind seems to be

the consensus when it comes to
disabled students in the library.
Disabled students are being put back in
the closet for their own good. If you consider a puny 8-foot by 12-foot windowless
box good for anybody.
Consider the library’s plight.
It had a splendid conference room on the
third floor almost ideally suited for use by
disabled students. .

It was so good the dit orial

with special equipment and
gave it to the students.
Disabled
students had a comfortable
central location where they could study
without disturbance.
Into this idyllic scene came the library’s
Internal Advisory Committee.
The committee recommended that the
study center be relocated or removed entirely because of potential safety hazards.
The room, the committee said, would be
difficult to evacuate in the event of an
emergency.
While its reasoning to this point is
sound, the choices it gave disabled students
bordered on the absurd.
After vetoing the idea of converting the
smoking lounge on the first floor — it was
too costly — the committee’s only other

alternative

was

to

scatter

the

disabled

students’ equipment around the library.

Editorial board
The Lumberjack’s editorial board meets once a
week to discuss issues it deems worthy of editorial
comment. The board consists of The Lumberjack’s
editors and two staff members. Once a topic is picked for editorial comment, a member of the board is
selected to write the editorial.
Lumberjack editorials are not signed. Ultimate
responsibility
however, is

for the
editor’s.

opinion(s)

expressed,

The disabled students objected to this
and petitioned the Student Legislative
Council, protesting this alternative.
They argued, correctly, that the consolidation of equipment and materials was
important.
It was at this time some concerned SLC
members toured the library and came up
with the scheme of converting a coat closet
for the disabled students’ use.
The proposition was presented to the
students. Which would you rather have,
they asked. Would you like your equipment scattered among the four winds, or
would you like the closet?
Faced with such a magnanimous choice,
the students first scanned the far reaches of
the library and then peered into the recesses
of the closet, deciding on the latter.
Even the head librarian, David Oyler,
considered the room inadequate, conceding the choice was a marriage of conve-

nience.

Surely the library could have found
someplace else to exile the disabled
students.
Why not simply exchange the third-floor
room for the smoking lounge? Smokers
could even be given the closet if they needed additional space.

Of course, the smoking
have been remodeled.

lounge could

Admittedly, remodeling
would have cost
money. In these financially hard times the
library would be hard put to find the funds

for such a frivolous venture. It could easil

use the money for something more useful,

like a computerized check-out service.
It is a crime that intelligent people on
this campus can not come up with a viable
and reasonable solution to such a simple
problem.
All the disabled students want is a little
s
— not a tiny space — they can call
their own. What is wrong with that?

Frederick P. Cranston
Professor, physics

Experimental patriotism
Editor:
Who says we must bend our wills to foolishness?
This is America, wake up: The new law to enforce
patriotism is an experiment, nothing more.
Just because the great Congress was inspired to
prepare us for the art of soldiery doesn’t mean the
registration law is divinely valid and therefore
unopposable.
We must reject all laws which enslave any portion
of our society. To turn all men into fighting men is
rigidly totalitarian, stupid and dangerous. We need
men of peace and thoughtfulness to balance the
drones of hate and destruction.
I will not permit the state to tell me who to kill.
We, people of free wills, aoe among ourselves
when battles are to be waen . | will know my foe
when I see one. For now, the
fight against our own
federal warriors is warranted.
For me, seeing
the born-again militaristic mood
of this country
brings on the vision of what my
friend Nicholas the poet calls ‘‘Thousands of
screaming Nazis riding on tanks.”’ My left eye is
beginning to twitch again. Dreadful, isn’t it?
Francis O'Toole
Senior, media arts

Sex day advocate
Editor:
I like Rob Gluckson’s idea on Tweenday, but I'd
like to see this innovative idea taken one step further. I would like to see the implementation of an
All-Sex Day.
All-Sex Day could be neatly inserted between,
let’s say, Monday and Tuesday and would be
devoted to nothing but sex. For instance, the radio
stations could
play old romantic love
the entireday andthe television stations could run old
Frank Sinatra movies or that
old.tear-jerker, ‘‘Love

Story.’’ The only stores to be‘

would be liquor

stores. However,

may have to be

bottles of

sold in
machines, since the proprietor
would be busy
here.
The motels in the area could offer discounts on
All-Sex Day, as could the local hot tubs and
massage parlors. The possibilities are endless.

The benefits
of having an All-Sex Day are threefold. Number one, M
ys would no longer be the
worst day of the week because everyone would be

a
about the next day. In fact, Mondays may
eventually be renamed All-Sex Eve.
Continued on page $

ee
by Scott Bailey
| JUNE, WLOR,, EAT YOUR HEART OUT?

cess

we

a

Letters to the editor
Continued from page 4
Secondly, Wednesdays
would no
boring day in the middle of the week

w

be that
ednesdays

become All-Smiles Day.

And lastly,
we wouldn’t have to go around thinking about sex so much, because we would all know
we were going to
it at least once a week. This

would free about 75 percent of our waking th
aes

ee

ee

eee

ee

ts

the

Jodi Stutz
Sualor, Eaglish

Lesser of two evils
Editor:
It’s election time again and a familiar theme is being trumpeted — ‘‘It’s better to vote for the lesser
of two evils.” But is it? In 1968, Hubert Humphrey
and Richard Nixon promised to end the Vietnam
War. Vice President Humphrey refused to criticize
the policies of President Johnson, which escalated
the war. And Nixon did not end the war during his
first term as president. The majority of Congress
(Democrats and Republicans) recently indicated

its

wonder this process produces few people to the
polls and, representatives who lack the public’s
trust and respect.

The public must reject the evils theory if real

c

is to occur.
. Don’t w
After all, you can’t
While Bosco claims
sponnores some of
lls in Sacramento.

a

Nort

Don’t vote for unacceptable
if Clausen gets re-elected.
win with Bosco or Clausen.
to be an environmentalist, he
the worst anti-environmental
And Clausen has been Con-

defense en

oast’s

unemplo

making public statements and/or signing the initiative. Most of these same congressmen, several
months later, voted in favor of Reagan's proposed

defense budget, which included the MX and Per-

shing missiles. Here on the North Coast, unemployi
ment has been steadily rising the past four
Yet Congressman Clausen and Assemblyman
until election
only
gave lip service to this
public
asking the
time this year. Now they are
as to who the
to send them to Congress. R

the lesser evil, they lost with all of
public considered
the candidates.
A major problem
with the
that it deals with the here and now through
It creates a catch-22 w
promise.
media
hom
Neen avd

com-

media) consider unelectable.
aoe of compromise exists. It’s no

In es

t

rate

su

Detroit’s under both of abr fenddoeaielos. If it’s any
consolation, Clausen, at $9, will be of retirement
—
six years. Bosco, at.36, is an astute politiwho could remain in office for at least 20
years.
On Tuesday, ask yourself these questions before
you vote: 1)Has my life improved since voting for
the lesser evil? 2)Is my confidence in my representatives restored since voting for the lesser evil?
3)Will voting for the lesser evil provide better
representation in the future? Remember, the lesser
of two evils is still EVIL!
Tom Bergman

support for the nuclear freeze initiative by

A wet issue
Editor:
This is about costs, benefits and the financial
“am - the ue on teteam
costs are
ones.
was
od te de dae a
ae cay
costs have soared in recent years. Energy-saving ef
ficiencies are readily available, but
require added investment and the North Humboldt Park and
Recreation District lacks the wherewithal to finance
them. (The
of Proposition 13 left the
district with
ly enough tax base to retire the
construction bonds.) It will cost $15 a year per
a
unit to cover the operating deficit of the
The benefits are impossible to assess in economic
terms. Who can place a value on the benefits that
the people of this community derive from its pool?
The answer:

no one and everyone.

Former A.S. president

Continued on page 6
SSS
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Alligators threatened after near doom
By Garth Rogers

Compas aiter

Humboldt
— redwoods, women with

Reporter’s viewpoint tier,bent ontattvrennan’
bor ony cia
establishing a haven only for
West and Uniontown have been in the hundreds.

The alligators
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They have been spotted in increasing numbers
throughout the city and campus; sightings in Valley

the
campaign.
This organization is willing to invest thousands of
dollars here at HSU to ensure the survival of
tors for all time.
t there is a flaw in the organization's plan: they
are willing to accept only alligators who are ‘‘finan-

this easily assimilated
elitist attitude

es
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Letters to the editor
Clausen’s shell game

page 4
fromued
Contin

» Swimming

therapy for many

is the

most

effective

form

ciisens with payers!

get their only
y of our school children

-

ity to learn how to swim through the

of

end of Clausen’s press conference,

Clausen and challenged him to discuss the issues —

*s

usen just fumbled, mumbled and waffled. He
even claimed he was ‘‘unaware’’ of the contents of
the anti-Bosco smear arene authorized by
Clausen’s own committee. | wonder if Clausen
we have been
reads or writes any of the
years.
receiving from him over
Clausen’s sad performance left no doubt in my
mind which candidate is more forthright. If
own
Clausen cannot even speak for himself at
conference, I don’t want him speaking for me
n Washington.
I’m voting for Doug Bosco for Congress.

program.

petitive swimming will be denied to our youth.

In my opinion, the latter would be a very serious

loss. For the past four years I’ve been a close
observer of the Mad River Swim Club, and have

by the dedication of its
grown ever more im
these girls and boys
watch
‘o
swimmers.
young
(some as young as 5) blossom under the rigors of
competition is to deeply appreciate its value to our
community youth.

To contemplate closing the pool while continuing

pay the cost of construction, insurance and the

tenance necessary to protect our investment

doesn’t seem like a good decision to me.

Don Mild
Computer Center

, social security and defense.

=

Steve Green

Handgun proposition unfair
Editor:
The two

Two-faced Clausen
Editor:
Congressman Don Clausen refuses to meet face-

Doug

Bosco. Instead, he sends a stand-in or a written
statement to deliver one hokey excuse after another
for his absence. Or he uses another ploy. He says
he’ll appear and then cancels at the last minute.
For instance, the day before Clausen was
scheduled to appear on the local television program
In‘“‘Face to Face’ with Bosco, Clausen canceled.

stead, he held a press conference in Eureka. A few
weeks ago, Clausen failed to attend a candidates’

forum before the Board of Realtors in Eureka. He
said he was needed in Washington. But where was
Clausen? In Eureka! Bosco, incidentally, showed

or points about Proposition 15 that

—= —

crimes, which its proponents claim

;

First, if a lawful citizen wants to buy a handgun
for hunting,
protection or competition, then good
luck. You will have to wait for a person to offer his
or her old and used handgun for sale and pay an
are
over-inflated price for it (scarce commodities
seldom inexpensive, in case you forgot). If
get

so lucky as to afford a used gun, you

will then

shovel out a lot of money (technically unlimited) to

the newly formed $200 million bureaucracy designed solely to shuffle registration cards. (What exactly

will

tration accomplish, anyway?)

After you finally get your old handgun, you hope

it never wears out or breaks because the law

residents will have to turn in guns without any
monetary reimbursement.
If the supporters of this law wantedto
didn’t they make mandatory
violent handgun crimes? Don’t be
still

M
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at

seven-year
ee

make

provisions for replacement for worn-out guns or
r parts. And don’t get the idea of going out of
will because they don’t
state to buy guns.
care, but you, the lawful citizen, or any new
no

OT

aa, that aie

crime. However, anti-gun

pages of misprints and contradictions. See if you
shooting
could come up with a better law for the
un

crimes.

David Sbur
Sealor, forestry management

Letter laws
Letters to the editor are welcomed at The
Sree:
Lumberjack, but should follow Coe
Letters should be typed or handwritten clearly,

double-spaced and no more than 350 words.

They must be signed by the author in ink and include full name, address and telephone number.
Those submitted by students must contain class
standing and major, and those written by staff
members should include their title. Addresses and
telephone numbers are confidential.
nally to The
Letters may be delivered
East 6), mailed or
Lumberjack office (Nelson Hall
placed in the letters box in front of the library. Letters are published at the editor’s discretion.
We also welcome Views from the Stump. Those
wishing to write these guest columns should contact
the editor at least a week in advance.

No

The following faculty and staff urge faculty, students, and staff to

3
ne

VOTE YESON D

(5

SSS

SRS

Angeiel
Dougherty

Or.
Hassman
Or. Al Piaone
Frank
Dr. Dave Kitchen

do much

seem very

uncompromi
withsing
this law.
it, 33
usly
of the law and serioread
Get a

$15 per year is $1.25 per month.
The tax should cause no rent increases!

Watson
Deren

ar

te

and Park
“Shall the operation of the Community Swimming Pool by the North Humboldt Recreation
District be continued by levying a special tax of $15.00 (fifteen dollars) on each residential unit
within the district for two fiscal years beginning with fiscal year 1983-84."
©

oe

pro-gun
together
Sek, cee eoens vous tone ana Or

RE-OPEN ARCATA’S COMMUNITY POOL
VOTE YESOND
Yes

epee

blic. od rather have a tough law against violent

I’ve found unfair are that sales of new handguns in
the state will be st
as of April 30, 1983, and it
does absolutely nothing about enacting laws against
t

to-face with his challenger, Assemblyman

Bosco faced

"

» Swimming provides many of our seniors with
the most suitable way to maintain fitness.
» Without the pool, the opportunity for com-

to

fell apart on Oct. 15. At the

Pinch leaves some tutorless
By LeisaM. Huyck
Staff writer

portunity Program/Special
Services
this quarter were turned away.

Elmo Moore, chairperson of the
math department, said Friday that
those students who are not eligible for
EOP/Special Services and who cannot
afford to pay a tutor ‘‘will just have to
do without.’’ He said this might
adversely affect students’ grades.

because they didn’t meet the qualifications.
“‘Students can only receive free

remedy the situation by implementing
a campuswide free tutoring service by
spring.

Monroe,
Geri
rvices,"’
pecia
tutorial coordinator for EOP/Special
Services, said Thursday. ‘‘To do that,
a student must be from a low-income
family and be a first-generation college
student.
‘We also find tutors for EOP and
CORE Affirmative Action students,
and for veterans with educational
benefits,’’ she said.
If you are none of the above, you
can try to get free tutoring from the
department of the class in which you
departments,
Many
help.
need
however, are cutting back on tutoring
due to a lack of funds, and the math
department has dropped its tutoring
program altogether.

Serpecial
usual one — money.
vices is funded by the government, but
not enough funds are provided for
everyone to receive free tutoring.
Monroe said she did not believe it
would take much money to start a campuswide
program,
because ‘‘the
EOP/Special Services tutorial lab, and
our methods of hiring and training
tutors, are already established.’’

A third of the 81 students who asked

for free tutoring from Educational Op-

About

taco

26

students

were

refused

from, us if they quetity for

| But

Monroe

said

she

hopes

to

om
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Women’s league incorporates
men, aims to educate voters
By Jocelyn Miller
Stat writer
The League of Women Voters isn’t
just for women and it does more then

;

pass out

function of the 60-yearThe
is to study issues on
ion
old
all levels of government and then fortion, Alice Harris, Hummulate a
president, said.
boldt a
function is to
ant
import
Another
educate voters, male and female, on a

non-partisan basis.

In the 1960s, the league held a national convention during which it was
decided that men could be allowed into

ion, Harris said.

the

Today, some chapters have male
presidents, and in Humboldt County,
——_ of the league’s members are
le, Harris said.
The league, which evolved in the
1920s from the women’s suffrage
movement, was formed to help educate
women on voting, but now the educational function encompasses men, as
well as women.
The Humboldt County chapter was
chartered 2$ years ago when Eureka
was the only city in the county
represented by the League of Women

Voters, Harris said.

Three years ago, the organization
came to incorporate the entire county.
“We felt it reflected more of what
we're actually doing.”
One issue on which the Humboldt
County chapter has taken a stand conplan for the county,
cerns a
Harris
,
The county is required by law to
have a general plan, Harris said, and
the league is working to implement

plan concerns a plan for

one. A

in a community.

growth

The league took the county to court

in an

to implement

attempt

a plan

because ‘‘we feel it is important for

people who live or want to live in the

area to know what Humboldt County’s
plan is,’’ Harris said.
The league has studied and taken actos on several other local issues, as
well.
The organization wants to see the
marina become a reality. In addition, it
supports low-income housing and is active in trying to restore money for
alternative transportation.
During this election year, the league
has concentrated on the education of
the voters.
‘““We try to educate ourselves and
educate voters by bringing together
both sides of an issue.”’
The league sets up workshops to introduce voters to candidates and propositions on both sides, Harris said.
“This is so the people can get to
the issues and
know the candidates and
then make their own decisions.”
The Humboldt County chapter has
125 members, 15 of whom comprise a
board which meets twice a month.
Kaye Strickland, a former chapter
president, said persons who are not
U.S. citizens or who are under 18 years
of age can join the league as associate
members.
Nationally, the league has conducted
studies concentrating on what the job
of the presidency and Congress entails.
It has studied education, low-income
housing, land use and environmental
issues in the nation, Harris said.
After the November election, Harris
said the league will do another study on
local education because ‘‘things have
changed since we did our first study.”’

_ The —

will also —,

ing its position in regard
Harris said.

to

The league acts on it
writing letters,
through

a

Theres no better way to ad
business than by placing an ad in
The Lumberjack,
either Display or Classified ads.
ATTRACT ATTENTIONI!!
Call Advertising at 826-3269 TODAY!

alter-

housing,

positions
holding

workshops, forming coalitions with
other organizations and talking to peole ‘“‘who can make
arris said.

things happen,”

ay
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Maher: From fry cook to senate hopeful
By Theresa Novi
staff weiter

He's gone from flipping hamburgers
to finance his college education to
becoming the Republican candidate for
state senator.
Bill Maher, 33, graduated from
California State University, Sacramento with a degree in government and a
secondary teaching credential. He went
on to establish his own business firm in
Vallejo, and served on the Vacaville
City Council.
Maher, who is running the last leg of
his political race against incumbent

Barry Keene, D-Mendocino, voiced his

opinion on issues such as student
loans, unemployment in Humboldt
County and propositions on Tuesday’s
ballot.
‘1 think that federally funded student loan programs are good. There is
a definite need for them,’’ Maher said

in an interview Sunday. He added that
he believes students should be more
responsible when it comes to repaying
those loans.
When asked what he thought could
be done to decrease the high rate of
unemployment in Humboldt County,
Maher said, ‘‘We have to use the industries here as building blocks. This
community

has

assets

build

it should

upon like the timber and tourism industries.”’
the county’s
described
Maher

Candidate

tourism potential as ‘‘a sleepi
jant
which tends to be n
en
He also discussed the role of nuclear
power plants in the community.
‘I believe that if nuclear power
plants are safe they should be run. We
have major investments in these plants
and we are having to pay for something
that we're not using.”’
In regard to Proposition 15, the handgun control initiative, Maher said he
would be very concerned should it
pass.
‘*This initiative won't keep guns out
of criminals’ hands.”
He said if the proposition passes, it
will create a great demand for handguns, boost their price and make
those who can least afford it suffer.
He called the initiative ‘‘racist and
discriminatory in the worse sense’’
because it allows only the wealthy the

See MAHER, page 10

keen on conservation
exactly that way.’’

By Laura Rains

Staff weiter

“*State Senator Barry Keene is a raving madman when it comes to defending the North Coast's river system,”
1981
according to the September
California Journal.
Keene, D-Mendocino, who is running for re-election, smiled at the
reminder of the definition of him and
said in an interview Saturday, ‘‘It’s
true. However, | may not have said it

Despite the word arrangement, the
44-year-old Keene has an abundance of
supportive evidence pointing to his
protection of land and water along the
North Coast.
Keene, who is married and lives in
Elk, has written and passed legislation
to restore
Northern
California’s
salmon, steelhead and striped bass runs
for the benefit of sport and commercial
fishermen.
In addition, he has supported legisla-

WE'VE
GLOW

Bill Maher

tion to halt scuttling of nuclear submarines off the coast and to prohibit
dumping of nuclear waste in the
Pacific Ocean, a campaign release
stated.

Regarding the steady increase of fees
at California universities, Keene said
that with the position of the economy,
California is in a period of fiscal
desperation. While he does not prefer
the implementation of tuition, he said,

See KEENE, Page 10
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Summary of bond propositions;
Voters to decide fate of acts
Although most attention has been
focused on
tions 11, 12, 13 and
15 (see stories in last week’s Lumber-

jack), California voters will also be

faced with 11 other measures
on Tuesday’s ballot. Below is a summary of
those propositions.
The following are bond initiatives.
The selling of bonds is used by government for long-term borrowing. A bond
is a promise to repay the bond purchaser regularly for a certain number
of years until the money borrowed is
paid off with interest. General obligation bonds are paid from the General
Fund and are backed by the full faith
and credit of the state. California’s
bond debt as of June 30 was approximately $6.3 billion.
Proposition 1: School-Lease Purchase Bonds. This proposition, if approved, would authorize the state to
issue $500 million in bonds for the
repair of existing schools, and the construction of new schools.
The bonds would cost the state approximately $1.1 billion, at the maximum 1 percent interest rate, repaid in
20 years.
tion 2: County Jail Bond
Act.
This proposition would allow the
state to issue $280 million in bonds for

the construction and renovation of
county jails.
oes ours of these ned won
depend on
degree to wi
a
was overcrowded, the extent to which
other sources of funding had been exhausted and to which alternatives to
jail sentences,
such as weekend
sentences, had been used.
The counties would have to provide
25
percent of the total cost.
e bond would cost the state $603
million over a 20-year repayment
period.
3: Veterans Bond Act.
tus Nee Gees would authorize
the state to issue $450 million in
general obligation bonds to continue
the Cal-Vet Program, which provides
low-cost loans to California veterans
for the purchase or improvement of
farms and homes.
Proposition 4: Lake Tahoe Bond
Act. This proposition would authorize
the state to issue $85 million in general
obligation bonds for the purchase of
land in the Tahoe Basin in order to
protect the region’s environment. The
state would be able to finance the purchase of the land from property owners
willing to sell their land.

See PROPOSITIONS, page 12

Keene
passage of the proposition.

Continued
from page 9
“We're
to have to meet that
deficit a
a
He cited deferred tuition as a possi-

ble

solution

to

educational

‘If the government should decide
later to
in all the guns, they will
have a list of all of the citizens who
obeyed the law and registered their
guns, while the criminals ... will be
unreachable.”’

money

woes. Deferred tuition is used for
students who prepare for a highincome profession and then repay the
school after establishing themselves in
a career.
“I think that the students who
benefit financially ought to pay back
the institution that allowed them to attain their high-paying careers,’’ Keene
said. ‘‘I’m talking about doctors,
lawyers and engineers,’ he added.

He supports Proposition 11, the bottle bill. ‘‘It will reduce litter. And those
who enhance the problem should pay
the tax on cans and bottles.”’
Keene explained why he supports
Proposition 12, the nuclear freeze initiative. ‘‘This will have an enormous
impact for leaders of an indefinite
future.’’
‘The United States has been backing
off from negotiations to end the
nuclear arms race, and this is the best
_ for turning Reagan around,”’ he
a
,

Pertaining to the issue of draftregistration resistance, Keene said,
‘Those who practice civil disobedience
should be prepared to suffer the consequences.”’
He explained that the individual may
decide where to draw the line, whether
it be when draft-registration is implemented or at wartime, and when to
protest, ‘‘but they run a serious risk
that society at large will not agree, and
amnesty will not prevail.’’
Keene opposes Proposition 15, the
gun control initiative. ‘‘It is relatively
unenforceable and takes away the
rights from the law-abiding citizens.’’
He said he is just looking one step past

Keene said he is qualified to be state
senator because of his ‘10 years of exrience and ability to make things
appen.””

He is a graduate of the Stanford
University Law School. He was elected
to the state Assembly in 1972 for three
consecutive two-year terms and has
served as state senator for the past four
years.

Maher
Continued from page 9
privilege of owning handguns.
Another
volatile
issue Maher

discussed was

Proposition 13, the

California water policy initiative.
**I| am opposed to Proposition 13
because I believe it will adversely affect
the people in my district.’ He said he
does not trust the bureaucrats in the
Department
of Water
Resources
because he believes they use their
power to manipulate persons who will

GAS

MASKS

e

with

the

department’s

Maher’s 466-mile-long district includes Humboldt, Del Norte, Mendocino, portions of Sonoma County,
and extends southward into Vacaville.
Maher also said he is in favor of
abolishing the Energy Commission
because it ‘‘is not doing the job it was
established to do and it is much too expensive to maintain.””
He said the bottom line is that most

tinue.”’
He said he views his role in the
senate as one of public servant. ‘‘I’d
like to return something to the state
that’s been good to me.”’

of what the Energy Commission does is
overlapped by state agencies. He said
the

commission

tomorrow

and

could
the

‘‘disappear

work

would

con-
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BOSCO...
1978 — Doug Bosco states ‘I am the
Environmental Candidate.”’
—‘‘Doug Bosco’s environmental record
is dismal. He does not compromise,

he guts environmental protections.”
Damien Custer
President, Redwood Chapter

ne

Sierra Club, 9/82

1981

— Doug Bosco states “I am the
Freeze Candidate.”
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“Bosco has sold out the publicinterest. He has radically violated
campaign statements and promises. Doug Bosco is dangerous.”

&

_

Robert Sutherland
President, Environmental
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information Center, Garberville
Paid for by Environmentalists Against Bosco.
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Y.E.S. to sponsor
‘spirit’ day Friday

Propositions
Continued from page 10
The total cost to the state, with interest, would be $183 million.
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act,
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“All Hallows Afternoon’’
will take
vices,

would authorize the state to sell $200
million in general obligation bonds to
temporarily
reduce mortonas interest
rates for ficsi-time home
buyers.
Fund
Proposition 6: Public Pension
.
Investment. This proposition would
permit the legislature to enact laws that
would allow public pension fund
managers to invest as much as 60 percent of the funds in common stock.
The state constitution now permits

The house
— volunteers,
ados
Ft
ae
ee
offera
oO
organization’s
Tur hafaeea ell dice teckane
opportunities
for mask-making,
pumpkin-carving and face-painting.
grams.

Local artists will perform
refreshments
will be served.

Investigation
Continued from page !
some results and I haven’t seen any
results yet. A student's best bet is to
check early with their college’s financial aid office.”’
Mike Alvef, director of public relations for the National Scholarship Service, one of the organizations under investigation, agrees with Altman to a
point.
‘‘The college of your choice is the
best place to find out most financial
aid information,’’ Alvef said in a
telephone interview. ‘‘But, private sector aid is something you have to do on
your own. Hopefully, that’s where we
can lend assistance.”’
Information collected by NSRS on
private sector assistance and state pro-

grams is made available for a $40 fee.

House 91, and will feature an

open house from | to 6 p.m.

.

—=

with the processing fee. A computer
readout of all potential sources of aid

is then sent to the applicant.

‘*We can’t make a final determination on the eligibility of the applicant,”
Alvef said. ‘‘All we are is a source of
guidance information.
“The service is not meant for
everyone. We do the best job we can
with what we have. We feel we do the
best job in the country.”’
Alvef said he also realizes there is
some concern about computer search
organizations.
*‘There is a healthy amount of skepticism about computer research ser-

Phillip’s

It sends a 35-question questionnaire
to applicants in order to determine
eligibility. The completed
questionnaire is mailed back to NSRS,
along

Camera
823

H 2

Arcata

822-3155

wwwwvrvwrvrvwvwevevevrwvwwvwe°r\wwernwewewe#evwwy9#o
vr vwvmevvwvt

Timberline
Liquors

vices and that can’t be blamed because
there are less reputable services,’’
Alvef said.
Scholarship
Bank,
which
receives oe
oe ications a year, is
another scho
ip search organization under investigation by the commission. Its founder, Steven Danz, said
he also believes students seeking financial assistance information should first
_—
their college’s financial aid ofice.
‘‘We want the students to go to the
financial aid offices and make sure
they’re applying for, correctly, state
and federal aid.’’ Danz said.
Danz, however, said he believes his
organization is a great help to students

in the area of private sector assistance.
Providing this help is the primary goal
of his organization, he said.
‘There are 25,000 different sources
that give away an estimated $5 million
in aid.’’ Danz said. ‘‘You can’t get it
from any source other than a specialized and thorough search service. That’s
why we have so many applicants ...

because we're filling a need.

‘“‘We have a very valuable service
helping students pinpoint money they
would never find without it.’’ he said.
_ Sometime next month, the commission will publish its findings in an indepth report that will be filed with college financial aid offices throughout
the state.

IF YOU COULD BUILD
YOUR OWN FRATERNITY
WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE?

Developit
The

Way

You

Want

on hand for
all parties

Beer,

wine

and

liquor specials

DELTA SIGMA PHi
WHERE LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPS THROUGH
BROTHERHOOD
iF YOU ARE INTERESTED AND WOULD LIKE
whet,
MORE INFORMATION,
SEND US THE GELOW ATTACHED

We have one of the largest
selections of California Wines
(From small, private wineries.)
666 8th Street, Arcata, California

...

Delta Sigma Phi, The New Fraternity
Coming Soon To This Campus, Is Offering
You This Opportuntty....

Beer & Wine Shop

KEG

and

"gata

om
OMA

9901
© 6b &. SUITE 999 INSTARAPOLIS,IR

660688
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the TOFU SHOP ||

,

768 18th Street

|

Arcata, California
OPIN

9-6

MON-SAT

I
SANDWICHES

|

SALADS
DESSERTS
JUICES
FRESH TOFL
MISO

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS
A GENUINE MIDNIGHT
(6:00 - 8:00)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29

SOY

MILK

~»

HO]
in

I}

sPecuatty

|

“en

SALE

plus

$PECTACULAR
BARGAINS
Too
Refshments
All Treats... No Tricks

.

>

MORE

FOOD
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ia b DAILY =
=

822.7409
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Look for Our Deli Foods
at Your Favorite Market
“youn
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focal ve yfeuds pecduces
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‘

HOMECOMING
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5
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HSU
vs.

“

\

HAYWARD

).

Saturday, October 30 \

2 p.m. in Redwood Bowl

Go get ‘em Jackslll
a

STUDENTS:

A

EY

NUTRITIONISTS/
HOME ECONOMISTS

EE I OE

I

A

Dek ak A

HONEST
ENGINE

...

Volkswagen

St. Alban's

Specialists

The
Episcopal Church

&

v

The

preporation ond preservation

Sunday Services
& 10 a.m.

Sa

HALLMARK

600 F Street, Uniontown Square
Areete
Phene 022-6242

Arcata

Telephone:

822-4102

Finest

Machining

eet

PEACECOARPS | § Repairs
Parts

1676 Chester Ave.
UNIONTOWN

£3 2)

443-3329

Church

Sam.
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Richard Edwards
Nelson Hall 130

826.3341
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Engines
Transmissions
25 Third St., Eureka
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Vague gag order keeps

Sasway

‘on his toes’
18.

By Rex Morgan
Staff writer
Ben Sasway’s attorney, Charles
Bumer, has one piece of advice for his
celebrated client.
‘*The only thing I can tell Ben is that
if he goes public he’s liable to get
thrown back in the ‘pokey.’ Then we
will have to get him out again.”
The advice was in response to the

signing of Sasway’s release order by
U.S. District Judge Gordon Thompson
Jr. The order, si
Oct. 18 in San
—
sets restrictions on Sasway’s

As an example of how the orders
changed, Bumer said the judge three
times changed the geographic area
Sasway was limited to. Sasway was
first limited to San Diego County, then
to the continental United States and
then to California.
Bumer said there were probably two
reasons why the judge did not put the
orders in writing. One was to keep the
restrictions on Sasway’s bail ambiguous, and thus to keep Sasway
guessing and ‘‘on his toes.”’

means. It sounds like he’s no longer
able to discuss the sentence or the facts

Also, Bumer said, the order had to
be written and signed before Bumer
could challenge it.
He added that he is confident a
court will overturn the order.
In an interview Oct. 18, Bumer said
news media pressure helped convince
the judge to sign the order.
‘It built a fire under the judge.
Without media pressure, I don’t know
if the judge ever would have sign the
order,’ he added.
During his visit to Humboldt last
week, Sasway said he was ‘‘willing to
work through the judicial systém to
alter the order ... but if it hampers my
freedom of speech I'll just have to continue speaking.”
He also said he is willing to go back

of the case.”’
Sasway and his attorney have waited
for the order to be signed ever since
Sasway was sentenced Oct. 4 to 30
months in jail for refusal to
register.

“There is no question.... Once you
realize what they have to hold over
‘ou, it’s not that scary all they have is a
ittle jail time to hang over your head.”

Bumer, in a telephone interview
from San Diego Monday, called the
release order a ‘‘gag order.”’
Part of the order states that Sasway,
while out on bail pending appeal, ‘‘is
not to involve himself in any activities
... in which it might be construed that
he encouraged others to disobey or
disregard the law.’’
The order also says, ‘“The defendant
for one week after this order (is signed)
may respond to the news media concerning the sentence and/or facts of the
case.””
Bumer said the order ‘‘is so vague ...
I still don’t know what the hell it

He was released on $10,000 bail. The

to jail.

could take up to two years.
he 21-year-old
HSU
political
science st
t was the first person
since the Vietnam War to be indicted

The order says Sasway also must:
» Contact his probation officer
once a month for the first year.
or
student
» Be a full-time
employee.
» Not leave the state.

orders since Oct. 4. Those orders
‘*seemed to change with the wind,’’

Bumer filed a notice of appeal of
Sasway’s conviction to the U.S. Ninth
Circuit Court in San Francisco Oct. 13.

for failure to register.
Sasway has been under oral release

Sasway said during a visit to HSU Oct.

SAVE

MONEY

ON

THE

BEST

DEAL

IN

HUMBOLDT

wase mene & BRY FREE
D & J LAUNDERLAND
VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER, ARCATA
(NEXT TO ROUND TABLE PIZZA)
HOURS 7AM to 10 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

Stat! photo by Tim Parsons

A geaged Ben Sasway listens to anti-draft activist Cari Zichella speak
the draft Friday on the HSU qued. Sasway has been ordered by
subject.
federal court not to openly speak on

ISTUDENTS!
When your homework is piling u
and you haven’t got time to coo

COUN

let DALPORTO’S

DELI het!

We have great homemade food!

822-2805

We

822-1127

4th & H Arcata

have

SPECIALS
THE

Ravioli

OF

WEEK

‘Lasagna
- GOOD THRU SUNDAY 10/31/82
Ravioli
etti
Bb
Chicken Legs
-Italian Chicken Breasts

dinner

-Macaroni Salad
ake”

salid, garlic bread
your choice of

‘Three Bean Salad

‘Luncheon Meats

comes

Coreting
aoe

oa

Rose Gardin

Soncarense

Lie i

Moleon
gold & alle space gun

with

Win

2.79

3.59

Located at
4th St Market & Liquor
973 H Street, Arcata

822-0198
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WE SUPPORT
CALIFORNIA’S
NUCLEAR ARMS FREEZE
INITIATIVE

Demecest Congress
“Now is the time to take steps to
wind down the arms race and put an
end to the threat of nuclear
Proposition 12
holocaust. I’m backing
because it’s a sensible and realistic
approach to arms__—
control.”
Doug Bosco

DEMOCRAT”
P

O.

Box

470,

Ar

ABBEMBLY

ata

CA

95521

“The nuclear freeze is the most imrtant environmental and economic
ssue
facing
our society
today.

Please join me in voting Yes on Proposition 12.”
Dan Hauser

“Preventing nuclear war is not just
the most important issue of our time;
i the most important issue of all
time.”
Barry Keene

Paid for by the committees to elect Doug Bosco, Barry Keene and Dan Hauser
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Professor, alumnus square off in race

By Lori Thomas
Stall weiter

ple from the serious crime problems.

And, if passed, he said he thinks it

State Assembly candidates Dan
—.
* a
pone tee wader
essor
Jerry
n
have
or
vise
ts on student tuition and
offshore oil drilling.
tuition Partain said, ‘‘I
think the fees we have at the present
time with the recent increase is sufficient, at the present, to hold us until we
see what the costs of education
are
down the line.”
Partain, $7, said he feels adequate
state revenues are available in the
system, but that many of the monies
have been misspent.

tical amt ‘ormog

°

‘‘Part

of

on to

m

ap state university campuses. I am
totally
to a two-tier public
education system in this state. Beyond
that it’s
to be a matter of explor-

ing all of the costs,
ings, and try to

}

tui-

tial costs’ savsome realism to

the revenue or tax structure.”’

would be very costly.

Both candidates support Proposition

12, the bilateral nuclear freeze.
Hauser said he ‘‘wholeheartedly su

ports a nuclear freeze,’’ while Partain
said he ‘‘supports the freeze’’ but he
doesn’t ‘‘feel
the freeze will affect
On the subject of offshore drilling

Hauser said, ‘‘I am totally =
Toa

can.

ratory

to

including

ex-

.

Partain, on the other hand said,
‘*My position on offshore drilling has
been consistent all along.’’
*“*What we should do is permit the
exploratory drilling in non-sensitive
areas by private industry if they are
willing
to pay for it, and if it can be
done in an environmentally safe way.’’
Partain said he assumes
nonsensitive areas would be determined by
the state resources people.
As for tenapereat: ion, Hauser said

=
the
North Coast should look to alter4 —of transportation, such
as a
Whereas Partain said he hopes to en-

courage the completion of a four-lane

highway from San Francisco ‘‘all the
“—
the North Coast.”’
Hauser and Partain oppose
Proposition 15, the gun initiative.
Hauser said he has
en to local
law enforcement
ing this issue,
and agrees with them that Proposition

"ih

aan es are
i opposed toto t the
legalization of marijuana.
Hauser said, ‘‘I am opposed to the
legalization of marijuana.
It is
estimated that 60
t of marijuana
is grown
on public lands.
I am a Boy
Scout master. wae | oe
eee
out in the woods, I don’t want to
confronted by growers and looking
down the barrel of a ‘22’.’’
Partain said, ‘‘The recent statistics

show in both alcohol and drug usage

the tremendous toll = - is _—_ “
our
young
people.
Particularly
highway Sudeas
associated with
alcohol
and drug use. That seems
to be
strong en
incentive for me not to
want to
marij
"
Both candidates said
would
vote in favor of the Eq
ts
Amendment's passage if the E
is

placed

again.

"* to
feels the

proposition
will in no way protect peo-

the

state

legislature

Hauser said he has been watching his

opponent move to the left. Partain, on
the other ae
Hauser is shifting
sharply to

t.

In an interview Hauser said he is
“*very di
nted to see the mudsl-

| 15 is not needed in this district.
Partain is ‘‘strongly
Proposition 15. He said

before

Wear it Well

* in the last couple weeks.

n

nded,

what he is tal
any mud.”’

‘‘I don’t

know

NEW AND HIGH QUALITY

about. I didn’t sling

RECYCLED

TRICKOR

improve your
Current, 306 page. research catalog 11.278

MON - SAT 10-5
638 11th St., ARCATA
(11th & H STREETS)

| TREAT BAGS
“J
—41.00-82.00

papers
on file, all academic subjects.

Research Assistance 11322 Idaho Ave.
@206W, Los Angeles. CA 90025 (213)
477-8226

GARMENTS

COTTON © WOOL @ SIL*
AUTHENTIC JAPANESE
KIMONOS

PHONE 622-4761

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
at June 30, 1962

LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES
Total

Liahilitics
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Assets

Fund
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Cash
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and

hand
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1)
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-

os

323,410

cash

jotal

receivatis

Other

doubtful

for

allowance

a
payments

current

liabilities

292,130

liabilities
portion
of notes
payable

Annuities
Non-current

accounts

°
“
192,852

>
advance

contracts

and

Other

receivables

Total

=

Y

_ 27,376

27,376

Total
Less

$ 31,821
67,457

abilities

Non-current

and

Other

ee
ectue

Long-term

contracts
and notes
accounts

payable

er

and

jotal

Receivables
Grants

.
votes

46,138

74,703

L)

(Exhibit

accounts

S

accou

cormercial

lime certificates of deposit,
treasury bill and notes (fxhilit
Savines

liabilities

Current

Assets

an

pavables

to

other

funds

(specify
specify)

Total

long-term

Total

liabilities

liabilities

Inventories

and

expenses

Prepaid
Other

deferred

char.es

15,368
Fund

otal

current

assets

Balances
Jetal
Fund

Fixed

Liabilities

and

Balances

assets

Equipment,

Other

-

furniture

and

‘ixtures

vehicles

j2, 462
79,690
179,090

tal
Less

accumulated

tal

191,950

fixed

asset

depreclatior

This ad has been made

7,240

92,350

public as a service

of Lumberjack Enterprises.
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Fountain

of the the fountain and ‘“‘we would have bubbles running practically

any
would be willing to put into the pro- they will approve
people headed by Steve Yocum, notic- ject

ed the fountain
was not flowing and ““«Then | will take it to the campus a
offered to help raise money to restore space committee
and see what the land.

i

sida

o yn
oe
=
prenae7

—

coe re

fae

‘alw:

a a

a

and

S8Pe

tel Lins

©

y the

Opera-

eee
:

materials

needed

would

our people in Plant Operations will

the water,’’ Hawkins said.

“My —— estimate for this entire
pro
be less than $1,000,’° he
said,
‘‘I can’t conceive the cost going
much higher than that.”’
‘All
that is needed
now
is
r of Physical Services
F. Lawson said that once the
cost estimates are in, he would
A.S. and FLOW go with it and
,

1

tit out for private coe-

tractors to bid on,””

Lawson

said.

ren Apeeeane Students will pro-

bably

i-

operate more in a liaison

1, if FLOW does embark on a fund.

faising campaign,” Glen said.

be

and fittings, electrical
thatwould recirculate

v

it,”

goal,” he said.

— Some of the ideas that Yocum’s

ididn’t hurt the fountain, but we would

have to drain the entire fountain
to get

it out of the system.”

bably be all right.
sponsoring
a dance or raffle, a bake | Another problem was the constant
“If it’s not too much I would assume sale and a possible benefit Coffeehouse theft of the colored

Opent (00 big, we’

the fournain
to workieg
orden
“The

about

take care of the labor, if the students

Hawkins said Plant Operations has

copper pipes
wire and a

thinks

ont’ recaninn can come up with the parts. But if it’s

After valking

ceihia renames from Plant

de

architect

that comes a little short of Street,” Hawkins said. ‘The detergent

established

direc- |swson said. ‘I imagine it will pro- group has to acquire funds include

pnenen Pee
tes
=

wat decidedto. fade

said,

direc.

Vandals had also put detergent into

there is no way of knowing if
= ‘‘While

much work and money the groups

Continued from page 1

Concert.

.
Glen said he would like to see aletter bably will not be installed.

asking faculty, staff and alumni for
donations to start the water flowing

again.

The fountain was decommissioned

br-

ing up water and dirt, forcing nearby

concrete slabs to buckle up.

‘

[

ng water pipe beganto

whena

aks

_ *“A colored light system would pro-

bably not be popular today because of
co

again.” Hawkins said.

udents who want to

raising may call Yocum at

with

contact him in the H.0.P. office.

’

a
4

Donald
official
let the
see how
es
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SALE STARTS
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 28 AT 8 A.M.
2 DAYS ONLY
THURS. - FRI., OCT. 28&29
BUY BOOKS BY THE BAGFULL!
We are closing out odds and ends of books. Pick
and fill it up with books.
up a generous size

sT°

Look at the fun you will have for only...
Be here early for best selection.

FOR A BAGFULL

SAVE 40% & MORE ON CLOTHING!
T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Sweatpants . .. . Save up to 40 percent

Alarm Clocks . . .Reg. $14.95 . . Now $8.95
imprinted Napkin/Coaster Sets . .
.Reg. $4.95 . .Now $3.00
Fanny’s Not

k Holders... Reg.

Single Hot Burners . . .Reg. $15.95
Many Odds n’ Ends

MAKE

UP

MASKS

FEATHERS
NET

HOSE

TIARAS

.75 . .Now $2.25

. .Now $9.95

40 percent off

PICK OUT THAT CHRISTMAS GIFT NOW AND SAVE ¢
REMEMBER — 2 DAYSONLY!

HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
HOURS: MON - THURS., 8 to 6 — FRI., 8 to 4:30

fund

826-3510 or

—me
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An angel watches over her ward in Greenwood Cemetary, 16th and J, Arcata.

“Would

Even

like to see our oldest

resident?” beaskaa me with a prin as
I was led to the back of the graveyard.

t

Schoeneck, Prussia, died in 1851.

Ceme
televisi¢

ae

its prim

Adolph

Hirschberg.

native

of

Caanan

least (he's) the oldest we know

In 1
“Salem’
dale.

My studies of a few of Humboldt
County's graveyards have dup up
many interesting, stories. Picture this:
a vandal, disguised as none other than

ancient
time to

Dracula himself, darting, behind trees
and tombstones during, a burial ser-

And s
filmed in
mer, a |
“Hallow
Are we «

vice, Perhaps he was trying, to catch
another pJance of his last victim.

Unfortunately,

graveyards

are

often the victims of vandalism, such as
the time a tombstone was stolen from
Greenwood Cemetery by HSU dorm
residents. The tombstone was
recovered.
Graveyards
are also the victims of
nature.

Bull Creek Flat, north of Weott, has
been the residence
of many Humboldt

Story and photos

by
Catherine Monty

£

unt:

I read of a “unique trans
system in a
praveyard near

fhe author,

tion
na.”

Warren C. Merritt. con-

tinues to say that long, ago this quaint
little railroad was used to haul coffins
up the hillside from the highway to the
ai
ag entrance. A cable car was
then let down from the hilltop to the
“ and pulled up as soon as the cofin was loaded on.

ears eel aero

tide ofthe tack. Afier the coffinhad
.

eae

cons

t

eels

wi

:

:

uncil

ee
Fae

RS

EO

rs

The b
beautifu

Wi A
'

au

respects

a

:

|
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Tomb it may concern

+
8

Remember, friend, when passin? by,
As you are now so once was |
As I am now, soon you will be
Prepare for death and follow me

|

Epitaph, Summer Chapman

Even Hollywood has noticed the

t potential of some of
ounty'’s graveyards,
Cemetery in particuler. In
television movie “the

Humboldt
Ferndale
1977, the
Death of

Caanan” was filmed using, Fernda'e as
its primary location.

In 1979, the television movie
“Salem's Lot” was also filmed in Ferndale. This story revolves around an
ancient vampire who reappears from
time to time.

And still another movie has been
filmed in Humboldt County. Last summer, a ne
Pie Production of

“Halloween

III" was staged in Loleta.

Are we developing, a reputation?

beaut”
praveyarde ie eher ‘mid
ni ht, Tas eG son tat Rhaoer than I.
i

ith All Hallows

is

Eve

after mid-

rapidly

ap

; proaching,
I suggest you pay your
respects soon.
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Contest allows students to save energy
coordinator,

PRs
2
:

lov.
allow the dorms that save the

fi

beat

board costs at HSU.
costs at Humboldt
“Our energy
system,” Boies said.

oe

State are the highest in the

;

she
Boies, HSU community organizations have to pay for,’’

“The room and board

to support these additional

Assembly——

16
Continuedsaid,from‘‘I page
think my

Boies said.

Ne

be the

same as it was when I was elected to ci-

be the
was to try and
Thatil.
ty counc

be.
best councilmember I
“I’ve seen basically the limitations
have and there are cerlocal
do on the state level
can
we
tain

will

reduce

ee

ee

usage.

can cut back on
One

of the activi

‘‘Cold Lunch Day”

costs,’

is a
planned

at the Jolly Giant

aareil

Ssatin, Poad tervices

Tab.Fe 6 oe a ay
attiaik WR Sle theyto Sa
foods which require no cooking
their

room-and-board

studentinclude
events
Other
designed energy conservation bulletin
—

for under anyone’s standards.’’
Second Assembly District inHumboldt, Del Norte and Mencounties, and extends from
Santa Rosa, Sebastopol and

same.’’
Task Force, made up of
An Energy
the residence
from
representatives
halls, was set up to coordinate the contest and encourage other students to

able to save energy and money after
they leave college.

primary goal is to promote

“Our

energy conservation awareness,”’
said, ‘‘to make students aware
Smith
so that when they
of what they’re
own homes and
© out and own ¢
ve in their own apartments, they will
actually recognize what they are

using.’
Tim McHugh, task force represenRedwood

tative from

Manor,

thinks

the residents will be

from

response
positive.

**| am hoping for enthusiastic
cooperation from the residents,
especially if the enthusiasm that we (on
the task force) have can be given to the
seem to be a lot of fun,”” McHugh said.

heating will be served. The purpose of

“It’s highly unlikely that we can
charges,’’
reduce room-and-board
Boies said, ‘‘however, if we have a
really involved energy conservation ef-

McCrea Datsan

need to save energy.

4
|

perts dept. speciels
DRIVING & FOG
LIGHT KITS
FROM $29.95

COUPON

:4

e eee

because
a favorves
to really doing themsel
we they are going to keep the rates the

of the task
that students
in conserving
will be better

residents through these contests, which

the
toon
is to draw attenti
this event

said.
ing,
creasBoies

tative and coordinator
force, said she believes
who take an active part
energy during the contest

or

charges because utility rates keep in-

fort with the residents, then they are

ualify
The
cludes
docino
West

en

In addition to the dorm contest, the
task force sponsors monthly activities
to make students aware of ways they

all go

assist. One of which is a corporate

tax break to firms relocating
depressed economic areas which

and will be
for the first

state three months of the contest and again

(as an reduce energy costs, it is unlikely

Hauser

assemblyman) would probably

to

Awards will be prizes of the dorm’s

choice at cash value
presented in February

eoeres=

ull

3°

ia

ir!

°

the

s

ki

he
see

‘

ie547%

Electric
plan to
Housing and Food Services
Hoo
Sas 8 cee io wai
compete against
residents

contest.

The contest will end April 30, and
will use 1978-79 natural gas consum)
tion as a base figure. Savings will

The contest rules state that if measured by the percentage saved
aati
i cits
residents are successful in ronesing cones ee
ption
is saved be given ; to each dorm on the basis of
percent, half of the money
saved and
prizes. the amount of
as
residents
the
to
back
go
will
Mm awareness
number of ome
ee
ere
a ee Oe
programs presented.
ere? oe
ee ee

tl

this year, in the form of dorm improvements or prizes.

to

said. ‘‘PG&E

as

Students who live in HSU residence

i

By Beverly Freeman

at

voards, slogan contests, seminars and
film presentations.
Liz Smith, PG&E campus represen-

Utility co. sweetens pot with prizes

BELTS

ALL

& HOSES

RESIN GLAZE
better than wax

20% OFF
et

McCrea

$6.95

Datsun

;

LOCKING

GAS CAPS

From $9.95

geod through 10/91/62 Z

IN TIME FOR SNOW
SNO TREDS
better than chains

es azaem
em d

COUPON
QK SPARK PLUGS

Starting from $39.95

|e, 99
et

Setarday 9-4
Mon-Fri 8-5

Datsun

McCrea

theevgh
10/91/62

SKI RACKS

MOHN & PIPER
From $64.95

ene 0G? per cuatomer
in

TS

pate
with this ad
Budweiser
15 Gallon Keg
7
$35.95

Thurs., Oct. 28

Fri.,

443-7031

29

FIRMA

Reggae

— $2.50

Sat., Oct. 30

CRAY

ROBERT
Rhythm

es
411 W. Harris, Eureka

Oct.

TERRA

& Blues

— $3.50

HALLOWEEN PARTY
with DREAMTICKET
Prizes

pen

BAND

—

$3.50
Thurs. Night Ladies FREE!

Thurs. -Sat.9 p.m.
Eureka
2nd Street

445-2971
ae

eee

ee

eee
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DON CLAUSEN
Vs

DOUG BOSCO
The First Congressional District
Environmental Caucus
Refused to Endorse Either Candidate for the
Ist Congressional District
The First Congressional District Environmental Caucus was made
up of -individuals of every viable environmental group in Sonoma,
Mendocino, Humboldt and Del Norte Counties.

Bosco’s dismal record on

Also noted in the discussion was Doug
such

critical environmental

issues as Wild

and

Scenic Rivers, and

the Gasquet Mine (Cal Nickel) project and his receipt of large
campaign

contributions

from

district special interests.

out of

IN ADDITION

Doug_ Bosco
--has used his campaign money for personal use

--has failed to report corporate campaign contributions
--has failed to report lobbyist gifts

Don Clausen
--has been in office 20 years without a campaign fund dis

crepancy

-has led the fight tos top of f-s hore drilling
-has seniority ranking representation

on

Public Work and Trans portation Committee

LET‘S LOOK AT THIS HONESTLY
AND KEEP HONESTY WORKING FOR US

[71 DON CLAUSEN FOR CONGRESS
Experience We Can Trust
Political ad

paid for

by

Rick

Storre
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Libertarian candidate offers ‘fresh ideals’
live in whatever manner they choose,
so
as they do not forcibly interfere

with the equal right of others to live in

The only person around to meet the
Libertarian candidate for ow“

Sie

testes to 2 step m8 DS Com

at
engined chartered prop p!
Eureka’s Murray Field last Friday was
his daughter.
An underdog candidate in an under-

dog party, Dan Dougherty doesn’t get
the media blast other politicians do.

Dougherty,
a Minnesota-born
businessman
who
lives
in Marin
County, offers a

acenee a
mg

itics.

hair

of

With

ae

gray-

and

a

at

smile, and dressed

in

a

blue

(-

three-

J

piece suit, he ad-

vocates

the

decriminalization

}

ij

aia

opposes gun control. He wants to abolish the draft and
the Environmental Protection
;
He’s for civil liberties and
inst a
public school system.
The $7-year-old Dougherty came to
Eureka to spread the word on the

whatever manner they Coen.

now,’ he said.
“There is
(between the

money with the people....
“Two, unshackle education.

no difference
Democrats and the

We

dif-

have to face up to the fact that many

ferences
in the Democrat
and
can be a
tg
_ =
Dae than between the
society,
ts
ing oe
number of Libertarian ie
as
“The major parties are in a decline
one indicator of the popularity of the
. and they have less impact. One reason
nation’s third largest party.
“*Two years ago there were 254 can- ant cas’ dos side te Ga
oe oe
didates and now there are more than
t over the party to reach the peo1,000 (nationwide),’’ he said Friday. ple’’ through television, he said.
rty has based his governor’s
And in California, he pointed out there | Do
cam
on three major points, which
are 11 Libertarians on the ballot.

public schools are failing. Man oom
are moving their children to p vate
stitutions,’’ he said. ap nyt | wants
to create a marketplace for
education
**so
ts have the choice to go out
and buy education services.’’
The third point he mentioned was

Dougherty

long
side

believes

t

princi

ration,
ele

is won growing. “ He
cited the —_ of Libertarians on the
election books in California at 70,000.
There are 381 registered Libertarians in
Humboldt
County,
the county
istrar said Friday.
t the hope of the Libertarian
und
is the hope that it can produce a
Libertarian
dark horse.
Dougherty said the party might get a
break
sooner
or later as the
blicans did in 1860.
ng that time, as the rift between
Democrats over slavery and states’
rights deepened, the newly created

Libertarian goal of a sosiety where the

individual’s right to life, liberty and
property is preserved without government interference.
The Libertarian Party, founded in

keep up what they are doing, we could
become the next force in politics,”’
Dougherty said.

1970s, is only 11 years old.
The party’s statement of principles
makes clear that ‘‘all individuals have
the right to exercise sole dominion over
their own lives, and have the right to

tarian rhetoric ... the concept of get~
vernment off the people’s back,
feel they are disillusioned.
‘*When he came into office there was
a great euphoria two years ago, and

the heat of the late 1960s
and early

slash state taxes and expenditures. The
way to create jobs is to leave

there’s a lot of disappointed people

&

By Warren Maher
Cepy editor

‘(President

R

used)

Liber-

Republicans).’’

There

are more

breaking the ‘‘poverty cycle.... (The)

welfare state has created a permanent
underclass.’’
‘The
ple are looking for fresh
ideals,’’ he said.

he outlined.

‘*First, revive the economy. I would

Underdog chides government
dle with citizens’ rights and affairs.

By Warren Maher

“I’m

Copy editor

Alth
featured

a marijuana issue is not
in Tuesday’s election, Liber-

as the growth and smoking of marijuana.
‘(There are) 4,000 people
it
and growing it on their land —.
aren’t committing a crime,’’ he said.
While he does not advocate the use
of the drug, he objects that ‘‘somebody
has ordained this lifestyle as a crime.*’
He sees users as ‘‘simply leading a
oo
that somebody doesn’t agree
with.”’
He is against the gun initiative and
the bottle bill for the same reason —
that government is stepping in to med-

strong

advocate

of

of the inability of the Democrats and
Republicans in Congress to stop
nuclear
feration.’’

He

objectsto Propo: :ion 13, the

water conservation bill, because he
believes all water districts should be
abolished anyway.
While he did not explicitly say he
supported draftration resister

Ben Sasway, he

he and his party

are strongly opposed to the draft and
draft registration.
“It’s involuntary servitude,’’ he
said. ‘‘You own your own life, your
own body — it’s no damned business
of the government.”’

Ask us about...

ZIP er BPP

and you might WIN
a warm wool sweater

or cozy insulated booties
from Adventures Edge to keep you warm and toasty this winter.
Just fill out this coupon and drop it by PG&E’s Arcata Energy
Conservation Center 1165 G Street, Arcata.
Name

Education in Hair Care
We guarantee our work

ZIP

822-0175

Valley West Shopping Center

Address

Save

Haircuts $8.00

Ask for Carla Youn

House () Own

Apt.
Phone

PGYE

suieennstcimpaiaicid

Drawing to be held November 19, 1982

Our costumes will!
See our selections at:

7

MARS
EE Streets Eureke

Toys Teo!

36 G Streets

1)

© Rent 0

Our prices won't
scare you...

| Ne

the

have a growing ‘‘frustration and rage

tarian candidate Dan Dougherty is for
decriminalizing victimless crimes such

a

nuclear weapons freeze,’’ he said about
Proposition 12. He believes people

108 F St., Eureka
The Calico Cat
The Second Hand Rose
325 E St., Eureka

Ee
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HSU alumni to be treated like

om
aie

royalty at homecoming events
By Donna Rodriguez
Steff writer

Mr. Sullivan, 72, competed on the
HSU football and basketball teams

Dolores and Leo Sullivan will return
to their alma mater after 45 years to be
oven
at Homecoming Queen and

He was named to the Men’s Hall of
Fame in 1972.
Now retired, he managed his own
furniture business for about 26 years in
Crescent City. He is active in community organizations and church projects.
Alumni Association Secretary Callie
Bolton said the Homecoming Queen
and King tradition was revived in 1979.
‘Instead
of choosing
current
students we choose alumni,’’ she said.
The Alumni Association forms a
special committee, takes nominations
and then selects the Homecoming
Queen and King.
‘*The Great Humboldt Spirit’’ is this
year’s homecoming theme.
Eddie Scher, production coordinator
for CenterArts,
will present the
Sullivans at the annual kickoff rally
Friday.
The rally, which starts at noon on
the quad, will feature music by Fox, a
rock ’n’ roll band, and the Marching
Lumberjacks.
A pumpkin-carving contest will
begin at 1 p.m. and prizes will be
awarded for the different categories at
5 p.m.
Scher said participants should bring
their own carving utensils because
knives will not be provided.
Other homecoming events scheduled
for Friday include a tug-of-war contest °
at 4 p.m. at the dorms and a
Homecomi
Happy Hour in the
Rathskeller from 3 to 7 p.m.
“This will be the first time a band

at

cot

from 1929 to 1933.

:

Sullivans expressed similar sentiments of surprise and honor about
a
homecoming royalty.
i
whole thing is so exciting and
scoemnens neither of us expected,”
Mrs.
van said in a telephone interview last week.
Mr. Sullivan said he is looking forward to seeing old friends at the
homecoming
e and at the Alumni
Association
Homecoming Banquet.
The Sullivans, who live in Crescent
City, met at Humboldt in the early
1930s while they were both students
and were married in 1936.
The Sullivans are the only married
couple who are both members of the
HSU Hall of Fame. They are also the
first married
couple chosen
as
Homecoming Queen and King.
As a teen-ager, Mrs. Sullivan, 69,
competed in the Olympic trials for
women in New Jersey in 1928 where
she anchored the winning 440-yardrelay team.
At HSU she was a track star and was
the first woman
named
to the
Women’s Hall of Fame in 1977.
Mrs. Sullivan taught junior high and
high school physical education in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties.
She was instrumental in getting
girls
included in the Humboldt-Del
Norte
Athletic League and led several championship track and basketball teams.

HSU’s 1982-83 Homecoming King and Queen Leo and Dolores Sullivan.
will perform in The Hearth,’ Scher
said. ‘‘It will be a day dance with music
provided by Fox.”’
The Sullivans will also attend the
Homecoming Banquet Friday at 6 p.m.
The banquet, sponsored by the Alumni
—
will be held at the Eureka
nn.
William Hale, the 1982 Who’s Who
honoree, and HSU Hall of Famers
Fred Iten, Len Gotshalk and Barbara
Smith will be recognized.
Alumni from the classes of 1922,
°32, °42, 52, 62 and °72 will also be

honored.

Grant Ferguson, class of ’43, will be
master
of ceremonies
and guest
speakers will include HSU President
Alistair
W.
McCrone,
Associated
Students
President
Ross Glen and
Alumni
Association President Mar-

jorie Rodgers.
Tickets are $12.50 and reservations
can be made by calling the Alumni
Association office at 826-3156.
The Lumberjacks will meet the
Hayward Pioneers in the Redwood
Bow! with kickoff at 2 p.m.

Naturally yours...
CONTINENTAL oon FAT YOGURT
Oz.

69
WILLOW RUN SOY MARGARINE
HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM
$1.99
CELESTIAL SEASONINGS TEAS
24 Varieties
DR. BRONNER'S
Cheezon Corn Snacks , Corn & Sesame Chips

$1.00
PACO’S TORTILLA CHIPS
Regular a O Sait

CHICO SAN RICE CAKES
8 Varieties

99
MARIN ee

APPLE JUICE

$1.56
HEALTH VALLEY CEREALS
with raisins & spice
16 oz. $1.49
Granola with Hawaiian fruit
12 oz. $2.05
100 percent
cereal
with Amaranth

(the

grain of the Aztecs)

12 oz. $1 90
LITES PUFFED CEREAL
Com, Wheat, Rice

6 oz.
NATRA-BIO HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
26 Varieties
ARCATA

7?

STORE ONLY

kinko’s copies
MON.

— THUR.

SUNDAY

6-9 p.m.

12-5 p.m.

600
F Street

SAFEWAY

1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
OPEN

7 DAYS
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The Arcata Co-op

Hours: Mon-Sat 9a.m.to8p.m.

Ist Street Food Co-op

811 | Sereet

Cco7orl
333 Ist Street

i
in a

FOOD DEMONSTRATION THIS WEEK: i
Me:
October 30 * 1-4p.m. * Arcata Co-op *

ee

29¢..

23¢.

6¢ .

Sausages— Fresh & Cured
SI

BUON TASTO FRESH HOT OR MILD

een

aca

KNACKWURST

39¢.

$2.60.

:

LONDON

ons em,
oa Ie

.
Poe

VEAL FRANKS

GERMAN SAUSAGE
$2.90.

CURED

CHORIZO

YAMS.
HEAD LETTUCE
BROCCOLI

.98

BOCKWURST

POLISH SAUSAGE

BARTLETT PEARS

IN THE PRODUCE
BINS

|

:

MEAT — ARCATA ONLY

Finest selection of local organic and commercial produce
Ce

C ae
Potlucks!
for —e
Ss a)
MEX
ical
ck and econom

er
Prices effective October 27 - Novemba

prepucz

setae

Arcata

Sunday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Mon-Sat 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Hours:

ROLLED ROAST

BROIL or TOP ROUND
$2.30 ‘

51.98

_

SHRIMP MEAT
) Because we're CONSUMER

OWNED, Fears
|
lanai

54.98

to your needs is our reason for being in business. In its nine

years of operation, the Co-op has changed the way people eat and shop, and even the kinds of foods available at other local
retailers. Join us! and be part of Humboldt Coun
woes FOOD REVOLUTION!

Local Dairy Products

CREAMLINE DAIRY MILK

Cream on the top & Retumable glass bottles

$1.10 ...

FROM HUMBOLDT CREAMERY ASSOCIATION
CHALLENGE

BUTTER
HILLCREST

é

-*1.89

LARGE EGGS

OUT OF SHELL
ALMONDS

”

PECANS

53.79

&

DATE PIECES
31.39
APPLE JUICE CIDER & SPICE
FROM

.

TRAIL MIX
CAROB

MIX

$1.99

KNUDSEN

$9.98 a

NATURAL

JUICES

$4.18...

_—

a

a

3 98.

ate

52. 25

Healthy Halloween goodiesin ares

DRIED APPLES

.53.03
$1.50

DRIED

PEARS

.

on

°

®

@

CHIPS
HADLEY'S RICE, MILLET, CORN
& WHEAT

PUFFED CEREALS... 45€
cme 01
ii
.
SUNFLOWER SEEDS
$1.57 | | BLUE MOUNTAIN
CORN NUTS
FOOD
wend
&
Mony

$2.98.

88¢.

Available pre-packaged or in bulk bins

en DIE

Stock up for hokday boking
en
yor or —<—K_)||
or nau
sec

LOCAL HONEY

en’

more

dried fruits and nuts avaiable

FROM BARBARA'S BAKERY
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED @ SWEETENED WITH FRUIT JUICE ONLY

:

;
COOKIES

als 0, 5 Ue

|

ee 2 Coated Coen

annnd

DOG

suosture:

—-«Yamins
from Lifeline

CHILDREN’S

MULTIPLE

VITAMINS

29¢
$6.61
CCOMP
C-COMPLEX
PRUITLEATHER =
29 | | sictnece
WITH

FRUIT&NUTBAR

..306|

‘€." “Cand (RON

oon Ded

oun
® 20
soan83.59

| een. coca $4.25

$4.38 box of 12

* CO-OP... COMMUNITY OWNED STORES... Where FOOD is the STAR!
Anyone can shop * Anyone can join

x

a
ee)
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Arts
Potpouri

Thirst for life drives Arcata
man to variety of experiences

By Julia Robinson
Staff writer
When the night is over and the work is done,

David Anderson knows what he wants. ‘‘A pit-

cher
of beer, no glass” he tells the obliging
bartender in a resounding Boston accent.
Tilting the pitcher with both hands, he downs it
in one attempt, with a sigh. Several college
students who witness this feat spend the evening
i
to imitate it, with little success but much
ter.

“Tamer and noise often surround this large
man who changes the energy of a room 7
by
Humentering it. He has made the adjustment to
boldt County without sacrificing the personal

characteristics which set him apart.

Wanting to know more about this man, I went
to the Pacific Art Center to set up an interview.
“Why not right now?” he asks brightly. I
hastily explain that my paper, pencils and questions are at home. ‘‘Don’t worry,’ he says more
optimistically than I feel, ‘‘We’'ll set you up.”
Five minutes later, paper, pencil, black coffee
and myself sit facing Anderson, who has an expectant look on his face. As I search my mind for
any one of my absent questions, he begins
without me.
‘‘I was an army brat,”’ he said. ‘‘Attended 13
schools in 12 years, two-thirds of them in English.
Education becomes very strange that way. In 10th
grade I knew four languages, but I still couldn’t
do multiplication tables.
“I was always the new boy,’’ he continued,
tamping his pipe tobacco. ‘‘After a time, I learned a shift reasonably well, it made me more flexib
‘ ‘*Home Be Fonsggehon
ag things pe
om,
ae
ragons,
ou
in
new house, and that’s
th
what aa
kone
your house,
not the walls or the roof.
“*It makes ~ a complete gypsy, it’s hard to
settle down.
ou want to move on fairly regular-

op

sible.

eens

~

Anderson, a 42-year-old
ae ot Ss Ce a Oe

lor
ic Art Center,

he keeps what he said is a ‘‘shack’’ in

tue
I
this man in his faded denims, torn shirt
-< o
jacket. The overall effect is one of
complete
comfort.
What has led this person to the county, and
why has he stayed for more than 10 years? Settling back into his chair, he talks.
“*I went to Yale in °59 and dropped
out my
sophomore year. Worked on a shrimp boat in
Florida for a time and then enlisted in the Army.
It was the thing to do back then, and besides, I
was hungry.
‘‘They sent me to U.S. Army Intelligence
School and trained me as a Chinese translator. |
worked in radio communications which was mostly busywork. The Army trained far more Chinese
translators then were needed, 60 a class for three
to four years. Mainly, I translated telegrams
which were either congratulatory, or said, ‘Happy
Birthday.’ [t was not a pleasant time for
anyone,”’ he said, a shadow crossing his face.
“*I went back to Yale in °65 and majored in
Chinese. It was exciting, there were only three
undergraduates, so we felt just like the grad
students.
‘**After graduation, I decided I was not a
banker and considered the possibility of
newspapers. I interviewed with The New York
Times, The Washington Post and others with the
thought of ony sent back to Asia as a foreign
correspondent.
But I was repeatedly told, ‘You
don’t just walk in and go to the Far East. You
have to work your way up.’ ”’
A young and idealistic Anderson soon organized Vietnam Veterans Against War, and worked
on Eugene McCarthy’s presidencial campaign. At
the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago,
amid tear gas and flying bottles, Anderson

became acquainted with many of the newspeople

z leaving’situation becomes difficult, it’s time to

oe

This
Arcata
him as
A few
him as

a0 tive
eer
rer
=
ts Lea New
Lanion tarwy on an wrban-afieics coperter in the
cad nat of tone. His attempt to unionize
the

doesn’t sound like the David Anderson
knows. When asked, most
describe
the man who runs the Paci
Center.
know him as an actor, still fewer know
a writer. No one describes
him as irrespon-

the event. eee —

paper failed, and
he soon

=

to find work

he

elsewhere. At the Herald Traveler, in Boston, he

statt photo

by

Catnerne

Morty

David Anderson as he
Art Center production “

in the Pacific
fth Night.”

covered anti-war activities such as the protest in
Washington, D.C., where the steps of the U.S.
Capitol were strewn with combat medals and the
—
of the Statue of Liberty for a couple of
mle helped to make Nixon a little more

paranoid,’’ he said, chuckling. Anderson then left
the paper, which was to fold six months later,
and went back to the McCarthy campaign.

He worked the seedy Mission District in San

Francisco and enjoyed it. “‘I er had any problems. My Spanish is good, and the; muggers
—* knew the next person along
be
During
this time, he kept trying to get on at the
San Francisco Chronicle. Contacts
him his time was coming, but he would just have
to wait. During this waiting period,
he applied at
newspapers
in the vicinity.
In this manner,
he apied at The Times. in Eureka,
and was

ired.

“I fell in love with Humboldt County. Once

ou’ve stepped on a banana slug, you can’t
ve,’’ he confides in a whisper.

After working on The Times-Standard for three
years, Anderson and four friends began a weekly
paper, Humboldt Life and Times.
**It did good investigative reporting on loca!

politicians. Our sports consisted of a hunting column, a fishing column and the like. We ran
theater and music reviews and poetry. At the

core, we were a good entertainment calender. I
po

up on

8

most things myself under five or

is love affair with theater began when @
friend at the College of the Redwoods asked him
ae
She promised he wouldn't
ve to sing
He said he finds theater arts exhilarating. “It's
a com
art form, plus it’s all-encompassing.
There is the literary level with the script, the ac-

7atl arts props and coves”
re
ts

art

props and costumes.’
Oein he theater? Looking

eect
Ae

with

into his

he answers,‘‘Why are
we on

from

turning food into

manure,

rom trang Yoo beasts."”
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Ist Street Food Co-op

Hours: Mon-Sat 9

A@i

Mon-Sat |0 a.m. to 6 p.m.

tours:

333 Ist Street

ope

erten

a.m.to8p.m.

7 p.m.
toeae

for Halloween Potlucks!
ime for
FOOD DEMONSTRATION THIS WEEK: jst in time

October 30 *

Casseroles, quick and economical

1!-4,p.m. *% Arcata Co-op * He:

|

tie

81 I Street

|

Arcataes
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Prices effective October 27 - November 2.

MEAT — ARCATA ONLY
Sausages— Fresh & Cured
ITALIANSAUSAGE ._____............. 51.98
KNACKWURST POLISH SAUSAGE eer
$2.60.
CHORIZO GERMAN SAUSAGE VEAL FRANKS
$2.90.
LONDON BROIL or TOP ROUND

PHbeeCE
Finest selection of local organic and commercial produce
ee
sare? a ee ven ve
29¢. 39¢ ‘
23¢.
6¢.
. 35¢
BARTLETT PEARS
~35¢C!|
YAMS.
nd DE
HEAD LETTUCE
3 Kasse,
BROCCOLI ©

51.98
54.98

ROLLED ROAST
SHRIMP MEAT
Because we're CONSUMER OWNED,cee

ool

to your needs is our reason for being in business. In its nine

years of operation, the Co-op has changed the way people eat and shop, and even the kinds of foods available at other local
retailers. Join us! and be part of Humboldt coun s FOOD REVOLUTION!
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Anyone can shop * Anyone can join
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Arts
Potpouri

Thirst for life drives Arcata
man to variety of experiences

By Julia Robinson
Staff writer

sible.

When the night is over and the work is done,
David Anderson knows what he wants. ‘‘A pitcher
of beer, no glass”’ he tells the obliging
bartender in a resounding Boston accent.
Tilting the pitcher with both hands, he downs it
in one attempt, with a sigh. Several college _
students who witness this feat spend the evening
trying to imitate it, with little success but much
ter.

Taneieer and noise often surround this large
man who changes the energy of a room simply by
entering it. He has made the adjustment to Humboldt County without sacrificing the personal

characteristics which set him apart.

Wanting to know more about this man, I went
to the Pacific Art Center to set up an interview.
‘‘Why not right now?’’ he asks brightly. I
hastily explain that my paper, pencils and questions are at home. ‘‘Don’t worry,’’ he says more
optimistically than I feel, ‘‘We'll set you up.”’
Five minutes later, paper, pencil, black coffee
and myself sit facing Anderson, who has an expectant look on his face. As I search my mind for
any one of my absent questions, he begins
without me.
‘*] was an army brat,’’ he said. ‘‘Attended 13
schools in 12 years, two-thirds of them in English.
Education becomes very strange that way. In 10th
grade I knew four languages, but I still couldn’t
do multiplication tables.
‘*] was always the new boy,”’ he continued,
tamping his pipe tobacco. ‘‘After a time, I learned ing shift reasonably well, it made me more flexible.
‘*Home was where certain things were, china
dragons, paintings, chairs. You
put them in the
new house, and that’s what
it your house,
Lea
a
a cate
‘la
iaie
“it
es
acom
gypsy, it’s
to
settle down. You want to move on fairly regular-

v. =

situation becomes difficult, it’s time to

ing.”

This
Arcata
him as
A few

doesn’t sound like the David Anderson
knows. When asked, most
describe
the man who runs the Paci
Center.
know him as an actor, still fewer know

him as a writer.

|

No one describes
him as irrespon-

Anderson, a 42-year-old
lor,
ae
oe of his time
at the P.
Art Center,
——
he keeps what he said is a ‘‘shack’’ in
I study this man in his faded denims, torn shirt
and sports jacket. The overall effect is one of
com
comfort.
What has led this person to the county, and
why has he stayed for more than 10 years? Settling back into his chair, he talks.
**I went to Yale in '59 and dropped
out my
sophomore year. Worked on a shrimp boat in
Florida for a time and then enlisted in the Army.
It was the thing to do back then, and besides, I
was hungry.
‘‘They sent me to U.S. Army Intelligence
School and trained me as a Chinese translator. |
worked in radio communications which was mostly busywork. The Army trained far more Chinese
translators then were needed, 60 a class for three
to four years. Mainly, I translated telegrams
which were either congratulatory, or said, ‘Happy
Birthday.’ It was not a pleasant time for
anyone,’’ he said, a shadow crossing his face.
“I went back to Yale in ’65 and majored in
Chinese. It was exciting, there were only three
undergraduates, so we felt just like the grad
students.
‘*After graduation, I decided I was not a
banker and considered the possibility of
newspapers. I interviewed with The New York
Times, The Washington Post and others with the
thought of weg | sent back to Asia as a foreign
correspondent.
But I was repeatedly told, ‘You
don’t just walk in and go to the Far East. You
have to work your way up.’ ”’
A young and idealistic Anderson soon organized Vietnam Veterans Against War, and worked
on Eugene McCarthy’s presidencial campaign. At
the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago,
amid tear gas and flying bottles, Anderson
became acquainted with many of the newspeople

covering the event. Watching them work, he

another try.
His first newspaper
was at the small New
London Day as an urban-affairs
reporter in the

bad part of town. His attempt

to unionize the

paper failed, and he soon left to find work
elsewhere. At the Herald Traveler, in Boston, he

rtatt

photo

Catnerine

by

Mority

David Anderson as he

Art Center production “

in the Pacific

fth Night.”

covered anti-war activities such as the protest in

Washington, D.C., where the steps of the U.S.

Capitol were strewn with combat medals and the
—
of the Statue of Liberty for a couple of

ys.

“*It helped to make Nixon a little more

paranoid,"’ he said, chuckling. Anderson then left
the paper, which was to fold six months later,
and went back to the McCarthy campaign.
He worked the seedy Mission District in San

Francisco and enjoyed it. ‘‘I never had any problems. ee
See
aways knew the next person along
$s

be

ve

During this time, he kept trying to get on at the
San Francisco Chronicle. Contacts there assured
him his time was coming, but he would just have
to wait. en
ee Sant Oren oe
at
newspapers in
- In
manner, he apEa at The Times-Standard, in Eureka,
and was
“*] fell in love with Humboldt County. Once
ou’ve stepped on a banana slug, you can’t
ve,’’ he confides in a whisper.
After working on The Times-Standard for three
years, Anderson and four friends began a weekly
paper, Humboldt Life and Times.
**It did good investigative reporting on loca!
politicians. Our sports consisted of a hunting column, a fishing column and the like. We ran
theater and music reviews and poetry. At the
core, we were a good entertainment
calender. |

ye

up writing most things myself under five or
yms.

His love affair with theater began when a

friend at the College of the Redwoods asked him
to play
a fat villain. She promised
he wouldn’t
have to sing.

.

He — he ~~ oe oe exhilarating. ‘‘It’s
a complete art form,
plus it’s all-encompassing.
There is the literary level with the script, the actual
‘ormance,
and the physical level, with
plastic arts, props and costumes.”
Will he stay in the theater? Looking
into his
, long wi
ted, he answers,‘‘Why are
we on
Earth?
from turning food into manure,
art is what distinguishes
us from the beasts.’’

Tt?
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Campus shows mean ‘hard work’
ballet, theater, classical music and the like.

By Robert Lambie

~The Arts and Lectures Committee is responsible

Staff writer

A single organization is responsible for virtually
production seen on campus.

every entertainment

in all the Extraordinary
CenterArts has a
Performances, all the music shows, film programs
and theater productions.
This centralized office of entertainment is a
young

as

organization,

Pennekamp,

Peter

CenterArts coordinator, explained in an interview.
Lectures
andy,
ll
the Arts
wasna
gi
there
_ “Ori
and
mming
progra
Center
ity
Univers
ee,
Committ
College of Creative Arts and Humanities programming. All three of these groups produced shows on
to get organized two years
campus. We
all the functions into
combine
to
ago and decided
one office,”’

for

formers

who will perform, and when the per-.

appear.

The committee is made up of seven students, five
faculty and one person from university support

staff (non-faculty).
Connie Carlson, a student on the committee, said
sound glamorous, but in reality, it's a lot of
may
it
hard work.
“It involves a lot of time. We meet once a week

for the entire fall quarter, then maybe once every

»”’ Carlson said.
two weeks for the rest of the
because many of
is the b
The first quarter
nary Teroemanes a! booked at
the =a

a year
discussed

are now being
programs
vance.
will be presented during the 1983-84

school year.
Each fall, a representative of CenterArts attends
an international conference in the San Francisco
Bay Area where producers and promoters exchange
nsibility is
ideas and offers. The committee’s
on available
to sift through the voluminous

In the interest of clarity, CenterArts can be seen
as both a presenter and a producer.
Producing shows involves primarily campusbased shows, shows that are products of other

‘‘By the end of the fall quarter, we need to have
decided who we want to come, when they will come
and how they fit into the budget,”’ Carlson said.
The committee is funded through the Associated
ts.
Students
and the University Center.
comes
shows
these
from
revenue
the
‘None of
The students on the committee, all of whom are
back to CenterArts. In exchange for staff, office
Crowe,
space or other trade-outs, we handle all the publici- - appointed by the A.S. president, are Jim Ogata,
Bruce
Higley,
Anne
Carol
Huber,
Chris
these
ty and technical aspects. The revenue from
Byron Turner and Carlson.
goes back to the departments,’’ Pennekamp
=
One student vacancy exists and anyone interested
said.
is
eligible.
individed
seen
best
is
s
As a presenter, CenterArt
“*You don’t have to be a theater arts major. In
to three categories of presentations — Extraorwe try to get all areas of the school represented.
ces
fact
performan
dinary Performances, contemporary
But the main thing we look for is someone who is
and social programs.
willing to make a commitment,’’ A.S. President
A subgroup of CenterArts, the Arts and Lectures
Ross Glen said in an interview.
prothe
in
role
expanding
an
have
Committee, will
The faculty members are appointed by the
cess of entertainment decisions. Currently, the comSenate. The chairperson and university
Academic
Perfornary
mittee is involved with the Extraordi
= member are appointed by the university presimances.
;
t.
Extraordinary Performances is a series of events
entertainment,
of
sort
refined
more
offering the

Floating lghus Geations
TUTONS
Jepanese- Style folding Beds -100% Cotton

oop Badoy

COMPLETE

‘igi
‘git

| photos by Fron Sa
Eddie Scher, left, Susan Beaton, Karen Sipma
and Peter Pennekamp
of Center Arts.
Ken Lang of the biology department is in his second year as chairperson of the committee. Lang
said certain aspects of the committee are under revision.
The idea is to expand the role of the committee
into all areas of program selection.
“This reorganization will also provide a more
solid base, allowing us to fo for a possible endowment or grant,’’ Lang said.
Other faculty members on the committee are
Jean Kidder, education; Horatio Edens, music;
Jack Turner, English; and Lou Bombardier.
The Arts and Lectures Committee is also invoived in granting money to various departments in
order to bring —
lecturers to the school.
“One thing the campus definitely needs is money
for more lectures,’’ Pennekamp said.
More lectures?

McKINLEY VILLEREASONABLE |
PRICES .
ELECTRICAL
PLUMBING
RENTALS

STOCKS __
PAINTS
HOUSEWARES
TOOLS

GARDEN SUPPLIES
BUILOING MATERIALS
AN
AUTO PARTS
COMPLETE FOREIGN AND AMERIC
GOLD MINING EQUIPMENT

SPECIALI!!
Stop in and get acquainted with us!

ONE FREE KEY!
No purchase required.
Stop in and meet our
udent employees.
They are familar with
your problems
and needs!
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun.

NORTH COAST MERCANTILE CO.,INC.
1116 W. DEL NORTE ST. PHONE: (707) 442-3715
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 95501
Ota, FG)

0+ twa

Me

BATH

A

+5!

GUS

10-5

""" KEY SPECIAL”
Offer geod thru 11/30/82

ACE HARDWARE AND AUTO
OPEN 7 DAYS
bY

(707) 639-1587
2197 CENTRAL AVE.
McKINLEY VILLE
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beat

Drummer expounds unusual blend of music.
By Thomas Johnson
Seaff writer

Steel drummer Andy Narell has been
called the originator of ‘‘a new beat in
jazz ... hitherto untried —

in jazz or

elsewhere’ by Phillip Elwood of the
San Francisco Examiner.
The performance of the Andy Narell
Quartet Saturday night at HSU’s Van
Duzer Theater showed why.
The band, whose 1979 album, ‘‘Hidden Treasure,’’ won a New York City
Jazz Critics award, had the audience
cheering loudly from the beginning of
the set.
‘‘The steel drums are a kind of
ticket,’’ Narell said in a 1980 interview
in the jazz magazine, ‘‘Down Beat.”
“They are yoo and rarely heard in
America. I (play) a blend of jazz,
Caribbean, classical and folk music
from around the world. I’ve found we
have a broad appeal.’’
Percussionist Kenneth Nash, who
has worked with musicians such as
B.B. King and jazz
great Dizzy
Gillespie, was a major force in the
band’s diversity.
On center stage, surrounded by a
plethora of instruments including congas, timbals, drum set and other percussion devices, Nash put on an electrifying
show. He'd pound out Latin
rhythms on congas,
pick up his sticks
with one hand and
ge Over to the
drum set without dropping a beat, and
then to the timbals as the musical need
determined.

In

between,

sometimes during,

he’d

and various

"whistltles.

and

play cowbells

Complementing
Narell and Nash
were guitarist
Steve Erquiaga and
bassist Rich Girard.
The group deftly alternated quick,
tight sections with loose, slow passages
that allowed ample solo space. Erquiaga and Girard, for their part, were
excellent in both their rhythm duties
and their regular improvisations.
The second piece of the concert was
a folk tune called ‘‘Jig,’’ from the
‘*Hidden Treasure’’ album. The ballad
gave those not acquainted with the
steel drum’s
utter beauty,
and
everybody else, a real treat.
The
Miles
Davis composition,
**Seven Steps To Heaven,’’ and the
originals
‘‘Oz’’
and
‘‘Pan
in
Harmony”? were the standouts. The
latter came in response to a threeminute standing ovation that prompted
Narell to comment, ‘‘That was a little
startling.’’
Indeed, so was the performance of
the quartet.
Narell, as the title of the group's
latest album, ‘‘Stickman,’’ implies,
was at home on the drum set, but his
calling card is actually the steel drum.
At a workshop earlier that day,
Narell, whose band performed at the
1966 Trinidad National Music Festival
in the Caribbean, said the development
of the steel drum came about in the
1940s. The islanders of Trinidad,
under British rule, were not allowed to
play their drums, in the way slaves in
this country were similarly forbidden
from
using their traditional instruments.

statt pnoto

by

Neve

Goatre,

Bassist Rich Girard, left, and stee! drummer Andy Narell.
From humble musical experiments
that consisted of striking old paint
cans, the process evolved into a technique that painstakingly indented patterns on the top part of discarded oil
drums. Narell’s ‘‘pan,”’ as it is called,
is round, about 2 feet wide and about $5
inches deep in the center of the sloping
interior.
The attempt to prevent the use of
this practice sparked the innovation of
a new instrument, the steel drum. This
drum does not have a skin ‘‘head’’ like
the conga does, but its music has
become an institution in Trinidad.
Narell said the originators of the
steel drum came from the poorest
neighborhoods. ‘‘They were looked
down on, like hoodlums,’’ he said.
Narell said there are close to 100
steel drum orchestras in Trinidad with

as many as 30 performers playing different sizes of steel drums.
The
festivals and carnivals are special
events that feature the spectacular and
mesmerising sounds, with parties going
on day and night.
“It gets thick and busy. It sounds
like a calliope, you just wind it up and
watch it go,’’ Narell said.
Concerning his own music, he said in
‘*Down Beat’’ that ‘‘we can play with
power but we use it sparingly. It’s a joy
for me that we can ‘cook’ real soft ..
keep the sense of dance and develop a
strong Peed
on a real delicate
level.
quartet produced sounds
that fluctuated to opposite ends and all
through the spectrums of volume,
speed and beauty. It would find a
groove, play in it awhile and move on
to something fresh.

’

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
BUGGING YOU?

aatl =
(oR 1

We can help...
We have a wide range of grease paints, water base
paints, and colored hair sprays (that shampoo out, of
. theatrical
course!).
We also carry ma
nts, clown white, and
adhesive,
gold and silver
those who want a quick
instruction books. And
costume there’s some great rubber masks, wigs, beards,

SMORGASI BORD
“Cooked from Scratch”

Breakfast

teeth and fingernails.

Lunch

COMPLETE
COMPLETE

so crawl on into: '

&

COMPLETE

Dinner

BREAKFAST

MENU

LUNCH...
DINNER...
Hours:

cour™

$ 1.00

OFF DINNER

6am-10pm

ey

GOOD MON.TUE.WED. ONLY

“on the Plaza - Arcata”

THE BLUE GOOSE RESTAURANT
860 - 10th STREET, ARCATA

822-9128
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indelible art form
in black and white
®

—"
The Ink People of Humboldt County aren’t trying to take over, they seek to involve the community
in the artistic aspect of printmaking by hand.
The Ink People is a 33-member organization of
printmakers, prospective printmakers and printmaking supporters. The purpose of this non-profit
organization is to further printmaking efforts in the

county, to educate the public about printmaking

and to promote printmaking as a fine art.
‘Hopefully, this is just the tip of the iceberg of
printmakers in the county,” Libby Maynard,
studio director for The Ink People, said in a recent
interview.
Maynard has been a member of the organization

since its formation in 1979.

&

‘*Printing allows the artist to carry through the
total culmination of the process of the art,”’
Maynard said.
The organization offers its members technical
assistance and the opportunity to attend printmaking classes. The group also tries to show printmakers how to survive once they are out of school,
Maynard said.
“Once you've graduated, if you’re a printmaker,
”’
there is no place to go but back to school,
afcan
and
y
wealth
are
you
s
Maynard said. ‘‘Unles
ford to buy your own press, it’s hard to survive as a
printer.
‘Many people stop calling themselves printdon’t have the facilities or the
makers because they
.
art.”’
their
t
money to suppor
said,
Mark Dube, a member of The Ink People,
doing
“+1 would love to print eight hours a day, but

tion to the printing I get to do. I don’t consid

©

See Artists,
page 29

DONUT BAR
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$2.99

A PLACE WHERE YOU ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME

a

save $1.00
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effective Oct. 27-Nov.1
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Sequoia Auto
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1731 GSt.,

4
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Seani
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Tee got
i eee. » “I’ve
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k Visits Earth’, a lithograph by Mathew Sugarman, member of The ink
’

Arcata
Eureka

889 9th Street
7th and E Streets

McKinleyville

2021 central Ave.
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8-5:30

822-2411
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889-1574
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Artists
Continued from page 28
myself a printer first, because financially I can’t.’’
ly a few
Employment is scarce for printers.
fine-art printing houses exist in the country. These
houses, Maynard said, hire printers to print plates
made by other artists. Even with that employment
opportunity for printers, there are not many
houses, and they only hire a certain number of
printers.
‘‘Printing is a fine-art medium," Maynard said.
‘“‘There aren’t many commercial applications for
printmakers.”’
Printmaking is a complex, in-depth art and
utilizes three artistic methods. These are:
» Lithography. This involves drawing on a piece
of limestone with a grease pencil. The stone is then
etched with acid, leaving the grease in the stone. A
print can then be made from the stone.
» Etching. An etching is created when an impression is made in a metal or copper surface with

acid. Then a coating of film, similar to tar, is applied and drawn into the impression created by the

acid. This gives the effect of an etched line when
printed.
» Silkscreening. This involves a stencil of silk
made on a wooden frame. Different colors can be
applied in layers, creating the print.
The Ink People allows its members to become involved in all aspects of printmaking, either individually or through workshops and classes.
Dube and Maynard encourage the public to contact The Ink People and give printing a try.
‘*We are here to turn the community on to printmaking,’’ Dube said, ‘‘ and one way is through our
classes.”’

The Ink People
cards. The oal
perfect batch of
dividual to make

offers a class in printing greeting
of the class is not to prod uce a
greeting cards, but for each ina personal statement.

The challenge is to start with a blank sheet of
paper and transform it into something that communicates an emotion or idea only the creator has
in mind.
**A lot of people won't get involved with printmaking because they are unfamiliar with it, because
it’s so in depth,”’ Dube said. ‘‘They think that if
they can’t draw, they can’t print. This is not true.
Printmaking is a distinct way of expressing
yourself.’’
The es
also promotes local shows for
individu s and groups.
_ “One of the nicest things about being a member
is the support you get for your work,’’ Dube said.
‘**We all critique each other, but we're also there
when someone is in need of a pat on the back.”’
The Ink People studio is at $25 F St., Eureka. For
more information on the art of printmaking call
Libby Maynard at 445-0700.

Local printmakers seek to keep hands in ink
By Suzanne Larson
Arts editor
WANTED:
with

STUDIO — 1,200 sq. ft

window/s,

running

water,

elec-

Since a recent interview with
umberjack reporter Connie Branch

see related story), The Ink People

lost use of its studio space and has
forced to cancel its classes. It

vided with electricity because the bar
owners have not paid their bill and
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. has shut
ss
for the entire building.
lease
reement with the
landlord, who lives in Seattle, rethe bar owners on the first
—_
oor of the building to supply electricity to The Ink People above them.
Don Riese, owner of the bar, confirmed the utility situation in a
telephone interview Saturday. He
recommended The Ink People put the
power in its name.
But Maynard said, ‘‘We are so low

budget

we can’t afford to put the

electricity for the entire building in
our name because the bar ran up

about $450 per month and our board
doesn’t

want

to

be

liable

for

its

PG&E bill.”
She said her group has talked to
some local property owners and
realtors about the possibility of acquiring donated siudio space.
‘“‘We intend to approach
the
California Department of Transportation and see if they have any
freeway houses they are not using,’’
she said.
Freeway houses are homes purchased by CalTrans when the state
decided to construct a freeway
through Eureka a few years ago but
changed its plans. Most of these
houses remain unoccupied.
‘It
would
give CalTrans
a
caretaker for the property and these
freeway buildings are designated as

historical landmarks and because of

that we may be able to get an
historical grant to renovate one of
them,’’ Maynard said.
**Property owners could reap tax
benefits from donating studio space
to The Ink People since we are
federally rated as a non-profit,
charitable organization, like the Boy

See

S,

ve got two presses and we own

a set-up for a studio so we need about
1,200 square feet of space with water
and electricity.
“This came at a very bad time as
we were really getting rolling with our
introduction to printmaking classes
and with our children’s classes.
‘*As

soon

as

we

get

set

Jerry Partain, the only candidate who has the
ce to
education, indepen dence, and @
understand

our

Assembly District.

in the Second
roblems
e’ll work for all of us!

Partain is a person who has seen things from all
sides. He’s been a professor of Forestry
Economics at Humboldt State University since

1954.

—He’s a licensed Professional Forester

—Member of the Humboldt County Planning Commission during 1973-77
—Member of the Six Rivers Resources Council
—Member

up

we hope to expand
somewhere,
classes and offer more benefits to the
** Maynard
said.

of the Humboldt Resources Alliance

—Board member of the Redwood Region Conservation
Council

—Member of the Land Use Committee, Western Forestry and
Conservation Association
—Legislative Aide, Member of Natural Resources Advisory
Board, United States Senator S.!. Hayakawa, Fall 1979
—E€xperience as a small business owner in Northern California

Jerry Partain, a person that can make a
difference. We need his experience and
he needs our support Nov. 2
Paid for by Committee to Elect Partain.
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: Humboldt Calendar
Surt Room
Y:
9 p.m.,
TR
Dale Hustier,
COUN

Rw
Ne

Harbor Lanes, no cover.

' JAZZ: Something Else, 9 p.m., The Ritz, no
cover.
POP: Jan Greyling, 7 p.m., Eureka inn lounge,
no cover.
Juan

“Don

p.m.,

12 and under $1.50

(upstairs), $3.50,

Blood,”

“First

FILM:

EXHIBIT:

State

i,

Center, free

Terratirma, Old Town

9:30 p.m..

$2.50

Jam, Jambalaya,

BLUEGRASS:

9:15

Bar & Grill,

State

p.m.

$1.50
CINEMATHEQUE:

All bivegrass

under

“Gaslight.”

7:30

p.m.,

Founders Hall, $2

Joan Blyth, piano, 8:15 p.m., Fulkerson Recital
Hall, free.

Banquet,

Homecoming

HSU

BANQUET:

inn,
6 p.m., dinner 7:30 p.m., Eureka
cocktails
tickets $12.50, for reservations call 826-3156

9 p.m., no cover

Mimi and Jim, Waterfront, 8 p.m., no
JAZZ:
cover
ROCK: Clear Sky, Fat Albert's, 9:30 p.m. $1

Pacific Art Center, &
“Twelfth Night,”
PLAY:
pm.
$6. students and seniors $5
EXHIBIT: Redwood Art Show, 7:30 p.m., Humboidt Cultural Center, tree

Saturday, Oct. 30
ROCK: Mason Dixon, 9:30 p.m., Walt's Friendly
Tavern, Blue Lake, $2

Dale Hustler and Wes

9

Fulton,

FILM: “Halloween Ili,” 7 and 9 p.m., Eureka

COUNTRY:

(downstairs), $3.50,

JAZZ: Magenta, 9 p.m., The Ritz, no cover
JAZZ: Halloween costume party with Dream-

p.m.,

12 and under $1.50

FILM: “Jinxed,” 7.30 and 9:30 p.m., Eureka
(upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50

ticket,

715 and 915 pm,
FILM: “First Blood.
Eureka (upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50
FILM: “A Boy and His Dog,” State |, 7.25 and
9:30 p.m., $3.50, 12 and under$1 50

FILM:

$3.50. 12 and under $1 50
FILM: “An Officer and a Gentleman,”
$350

15pm.

and9

9:30 p.m.,

Old Town

Bar and Grill, $3

POP: “Suppressed Desires” Halloween enter:

tainment,

9 p.m.,

Silver Lining, no cover

POP: The Cartwrights,

9 p.m., Red Lion Inn, no

cover

pm

and 920

State i, 715

“ET.”

Harbor Lanes, no cover

Surf Room,

ROCK: The Melvin Lee Band, KEET-TV benefit

State Ill, 7

12 and under$1 50

Arcata Theater, 745 p.m.
FILM: “Das Boot.
$2 50. 12 and under $1 50
7
FILM: “The French Lieutenant's Woman,”
Minor Theater, 925 pm
“Gallipoli.”
p.m.
$1 99. 12 and under $1. seniors free

Ramada inn, $2, $3 a

Halloween party, 9 p.m.,

couple
PIANO: Don Sheridan, 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie's,
no cover
10

FUNK: The return of Espree,
$3

PIANO: Larry Natwick,
cover

p.m., Bergie's.

Ted

Tremaine,

GUITAR:

CLASSICAL

GUITAR: James Fryer, 6.30 to

ROCK:

9:30 pm. Fogs, no cover
ROCK: Clear Sky, 9:30 p.m., Fat Albert's, $1

Dixon,

Walt’s Friendly Tavern,

$2

COUNTRY: Dale Hustler and Wes Fulton, Surf
Room,

Harbor Lanes.

9 p.m. no cover

NEW

WAVE: The Features and The Bats, 9 30

p.m.,

Moijos, $4

evie’s
ANY PURCHASE
OF 20 OR MORE

not

valid

per

on

sale

customer

merchandise

Tavern, Blue Lake, $2.
COUNTRY: Dele Hustler and Wes Fulton,
p.m., Surf Room, Harbor Lanes, no cover.

layaways

uinern

Sq.

Arcata

Burre

Center

Eureka

Mt.

Shasta

Mall

Redding

i

no

9

RHYTHM AND BLUES: The Rhythmaticians, 9

p.m., Jambalaya, $2.50.

FUNK: Espree, Halloween costume party. 9
p.m., Bergie's, $3.50
PLAY: ‘“Twelth Night,” 8 p.m., Pacific Art

Center, $6, students and seniors $5
EXHIBIT: Redwood Art Show, 7:30 p.m., Hum-

boldt Cultural Center, free.
FILM: “Halloween Ill,” call 442-2970 for times,
1
FILM:

call

“Jinxed,”

12

and

under

442-2970

for

times,

$3.50,

(downstairs),

or

Eureka (upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50
FILM: “First Blood,” call 442-2970 for times,
Eureka (upstairs),$3.50, 12 and under $1.50
FILM:"Jekyll and Hyde — Together Again,” call
442-3170 for times, State |, $3.50, 12: and
under $1.50
“ET.”

FILM:

$3.50,
FILM:

call 442-3170 for times, State I,

12 and under $1 50
“An Officer and a

442-3170

for

times, -

under $1 50
FILM:

“E.T.”

7.15

and

$3.50, 12 and under $1
FILM: “An Officer and a
9:15

p.m.

State

ill,

$3

$1.50

EXHIBITS
PRINTS: “Against the Grain,” political prints by

FILM: “Tempest.” 7 p.m., and “Bret Vacation,
Minor, $1.99, 12 and under $1
35
p.m.
9.

Vito Acconci, Chris Burden and Hans Haacke,
6
Reese Bullen Galler enna
RAPHE: “Scotia:
DOCUMENTARY PHOT
by Students of Ellen Land-Weber, Reese
Bullen Gallery through Nov. 6
PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS: BY Virgina
Brubaker, Library, through Monday

Founders Hall, $1.75

through Monday

442-3170

State

tor times,

under $1 50
FILM: “Das Boot.”
12 and under

$1

call

Gentleman,”
Ill, $3.50,

12 and

Arcata,

$2 50.

7.45 p.m.

50

CINEMATHEQUE:
CIMEMATHEQUE:

pm.

730

“Psycho,

“Night of the Living Dead.

Linda

REPRODUCTIONS:

Japanese master, Sesshu,

10 p._m., Founders Hall, $2

Monday, Nov. 1
COUNTRY:

By

PAINTINGS:

Borgeson.

‘Long

Scroll,”

da

Dale Hustler and Wes

Fulton, 9

HOMECOMING

Library, through Monday

&

Spirits

SPECIALS!

x
XS

paks

Vinho Branco
Vin Rose

(Reg. $4.79)
1701 Centeal

by

WATERCOLORS: Landscapes by Ken Jarvela,

Wine

ateal

Library.

Library, through Fri-

LANCERS

evie’s evie's evie’s ,
B

Waterfront,

(Reg. $4.09)

i

please.

or

7:30 p.m.,

ROCK: Mason Dixon, 9:30 p.m., Walt's Friendly

12

$5 OFF
coupon

Eric Wells,

cover.
Art Show, 7:30 p.m., HumEXHIBIT: Redwood

Sunday, Oct. 31

HAMM’S

One

FOLK:

Society, free.

7 30

CLASSICAL

Friday, Oct. 29
Mason

no cover

9p _m., Youngberg’s,no

p.m., Watertront,
no cover

930pm.,

JAZZ: Dreamticket, 9 p.m., The Ritz, no cover
PIANO: Don Sheridan, 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie's,

of the Living Dead,”
CINEMATHEQUE: “Night
10 p.m., Founders Hall, $2.
MATURE WALK: Arcata Marsh and Wildlife
Redwood Region
8:30 a.m.,
Sanctuary,

FACULTY RECITAL: Horatio Edens, cello and

cover
PIANO: Don Sheridan, Bergie's. 7 p.m., no
cover
DANCE MUSIC: “Octoberfest.” Youngberg's,

12 and under $1.50

Founders Hall, $1.75.

Audubon

7

Tuesday, Nov. 2

pm.

7:30

“Psycho,”

CINEMATHEQUE:

CINEMATHEQUE: “Night of the Living Dead,”
Oey

12 and under

State Ili, $3.50,

1.50.
FILM: “Das Boot,” call 822-5171 for times, Arcata, $2.50, 12 and under $1 50.
FILM: “The French Lieutenant's Woman,” 7
p.m. and “Gallipoli,” 9:25 p.m., Minor, $1.99,
$1, seniors free.
12 and under

Founders Hall, $1.75

musicians invited, $1
Red Lion inn, 9p.m., no
POP: The Cartwrights,

9:15 p.m.,

Blood,”

FILM: “E.T..” 7:15 and 9:20 p.m., State Il,
$3.50, 12 and under $1.50.
FILM: “An Officer and a Gentleman,” 7 and
9:15 p.m., State il, $3.50, 12 and under

FILM: “An Officer and a Gentleman,”2, 4:15. 7

oy

“First

under $1.50
pm.

FILM: “E.T..” 1, 3, 5, 7:15 and 9:20
State li, $3.50, 12 and under $1.50

12 and

and

12

$3.50,

ii,

and

12

|, $3.50,

under $1.50.

FILM: “E.T.,” 7:15 and 9:20 p.m., State li,
$3.50, 12 and under $1.50.
FILM: “An Officer and a Gentieman,” 7 and

Thursday, Oct. 28
REGGAE:

State |, $3.50,

State

for times,

442-3170

p.m.

9:15

30

12 and under $1.50

Eureka (upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50.
FILM: “Jekyll and Hyde — Together Again,” call
442-3170 for times, State |, $3.50, 12 and

FILM: “Jekyll and Hyde — Together Again,” call

FILM: “Jekyll and Hyde — Together Again,” call

442-3170 for times,
under $1.50.

Redwood Art Show, 7:30 p.m., Hum-

boldt Cultural

FILM:

and under $1.50.

Eureka (upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50.

under

and

12

$3.50,

and

7:15

“First Blood,”

FILM:

:
(upstairs), $3.50,

FILM: “Halloween Ill,” 7 and 9 p.m., Eureka
(downstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50
FILM: “Jinxed,” 7:30 and 9:30 p.m., Eureka
(upstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50.

5 and 9:30

12

$3.50,

(upstairs),

Eureka

m.,

9g

12 and under $1.50.

12 and under $1.50

under $1.50

ga
ye
1.60.

and
FILMA: “‘Jinxed,” 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and

NEW WAVE: The Features and The Bats, 9:30
p.m.,
Mojos, $4.
CLASSICAL GUITAR: James Fryer, 6:30
p.m., Fogs, no cover
PLAY: “Twelth Night,” 8 p.m., Pacific Art
Center, $6, students and seniors $5
EXHIBIT: Redwood Art Show, 7:30 p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center, free.
SYMPHONIA: Jerry Moore, 8:15 p.m., Humboldt Cultural Center, $2.50, students and
seniors $1.50
FILM: “Das Boot,” 7:45 p.m., Arcata, $2.50,

p.m.,

9:15

7:15

under

and

12

$3.50,

(downstairs),

Ocean

PIANO: Don Sheridan, 7 to 10 p.m., Bergie's,
no cover.
FOLK: Eric Wells, 7:30, Watertront, no cover.
Art Show, 7:30 p.m., HumEXHIBIT: Redwood

Fulkerson

8:15 p.m.,

9 p.m.,

mike,

open

NIGHT:

Grove, Trinidad, no cover.

FILM: “Halloween Iii,” 1, 3,5, 7 and9p.m.,

Eureka

$1.

Clear Sky, Fat Albert's, 9:30 p.m.,

cover.
HOOT

7:30 p.m., HumT:
Art Show,
RedwoodBI
EXHI
boldt Cultural Center, free.
FACULTY RECITAL: brass and woodwind
r
music groups,
chambe
tal
free.
ReciHall,

NO Cover.

ROCK:

Eureka

p.m.,

9:30

and

:

PIANO: Don Sheridan, Bergie’s, 7 to 10 p.m.,
no cover.
PIANO: Larry Natwick, Youngberg's, 9 p.m., no
cover.
POP: Raoul Ochoa, Waterfront, 6:30 p.m., no
cover.

Rathskeller, no cover
FILM: “The French Lieutenant's Woman,” 7
p.m., “Gallipoli,” 9:25 p.m., Minor, $1.99, 12
and under $1, seniors free.
FILM: “Das Boot.” 7:45 p.m., Arcata, $2.50,
12 and under $1.50
FILM: “Halloween Ili," 7 and 9 p.m., Eureka
(downstairs), $3.50, 12 and under $1.50
7:30

9P.M.,

ROCK: The Melvin Lee Band, Ramada inn, 9

Chamber Readers, 8 p.m., Jambalaya, $2.

“Jinxed,”

,

p.m.

9 p.m., Red Lion Inn, no
POP: The Cartwrights,
cover.
PIANO: Don Sheridan, 10 p.m., Bergie’s, no
cover.
GUITAR: Larry and Patty, 9 p.m., Youngberg's,
no cover.
FOLK: Monk Whiting, 7:30 p.m., Waterfront, no
cover.
ACOUSTIC: The Cooper-Burgress Trio, 8p.m.,

FILM:

.

COUNTRY: David Trabue, Siver Lining, 8:30
p.m., NO cover.
hts,
POP: The Cartwrig
Red Lion inn,
no cover, 9

the

by

read

Hell,”

in

& BLUES: The Robert Cray Band,'
ane. 9:30 pe. 2058.

tA)

READING:

:

p.m., No cover.

to 8

Room, Harbor Lanes, no cover.
9 p.m., Red Lion inn, no
Cartwrights,

2

Wednesday, Oct. 27

TEA DANCE: Great Gatsby, Eureka inn lobby, 5

Ave. at Satter Rd., mM. Kinle yuilla
Prices Effective Oct. 28-31
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HSU athletic teams must cope
with long, tiresome road trips

Travel woes
By Roa Sa
Staft weiter

It’s early morning, the sun begins to

ay 8 ater see
Coes
Ses
ee
the game.
The coaches expressed two major

concerns

travel:

long-distance

with

peak over the Coast Range, and the
dew lies undisturbed on the grass. People are still in bed.

stress
and driving
lag.
ie when the
is more trou
to travel the same day of the
team

only the sounds of the wild
campus;
can be heard.
. the rumble of engines, the

Not one coach said it had anything

HSU

Stillness is all about the empty

have a chance to relax,’’ Athletic
Director
Dick Niclai said.
Niclai said the teams receive an equal
share of the funds allocated by the
department for travel.
‘Each team
receives $19.50 a

He added that in the vans, the
layers can move around, stretch their
s and get the blood circulating. ‘‘It
help to avo some ofthe lag time.
coach Chris Hopper also
believes the long travels have some effect on his players because ‘“‘traveling

player,’’ Niclai said, Po some tame

more mo
others
oa having = her roster.’’ ”
The $19.50, which is $2 higher than
last year, covers motel room, food for
two meals and travel costs.
Only the women’s volleyball team
travels the same day of a match. The
reason, coach Barbara van Putten said,
is so the team does not have to return
right after
the match, but the next mor-

shoutof instructions
and the scurry of £0 do with a team winning or losing.
typical
for any HSU athlete
who makes

road trips. The early morning bus rides
go along with sports.
The tedious, even strenuous rides

over

the

mountains

or along

the

coast

ee

the players don’t havea
because
to move about.
of room
Jim Hunt, the men’s cross country
coach, said the

situation is ‘‘a lot better

can take a physical toll on the athlete this year than years before because the
travel does

that extreme
agreed
have some effect on the

team uses the University Center vans.
Before, the teams had to travel in cars
at all.”
and there just wasn’t any room

300 to 350 miles a day always

tires

you.
However, the guide rules provided
by the HSU athletic
t never
has a team traveling the same day as a
conference game.
““We like to send the teams up the
day before their game, that way they

ning.

Traveling like this puts more stress
on the players and lag can affect the

team.

See TRAVEL, page 32

Pass catching duo leads HSU gridders
si

Foes forced to double-team
Lumberjacks’ top receiver

Free safety plays catch-22,
ties HSU _ interception mark
Patty Pearson

By Tim Gruber
Staff writer

wetter

Obscurity has followed HSU football players for

years, but this trend may soon end in the name of
Eddie Pate.

After

| im

“When I first arrived at HSU three years ago, it JUN Shy.

was the first time in my life I wasn’t a starter,’’ Pate
said. ‘‘All the guys were so good, it was hard forme
to adjust.”’

But adjust he has. After the end of the game

“=

the game with Southern Oregon State,
Dean Diaz received the conference
o-defensive ‘‘Player of the Week’’ title when he
tied the school record of 22 interceptions.
; ma Getty intercepted his 22nd pass for HSU in

SU free safety

not

$

Eddie
Pat

Diaz wi ll try to read the offense of Hayward State

e

in Saturday’s homecoming
at 2
After three years of football at HSU,

p.m.

tional Collegiate Athletic Association. With 36 cat-

Diaz has
as ‘“‘Player of the Week’’ two
times. He received the first title after he made three

ches, Pate has been seeing
ty of double
coverage
by other teams. He first noticed being
double-teamed against P
Sound.

conference record.

against Southern Oregon State Oct. 16, he was the
second-ranked receiver in Division Il of the Na-

Pate will lead the HSU

been

interceptions against California Lutheran last year.
Diaz is only three interceptions away from the
‘The last thing I’m worried about is individuali-

offense in Saturday's

game with Ha
State at 2 p.m.
Pate, out of Seaside High
School in Monterey,
said his teammates have a lot to do with his success.
“‘The offensive line is starting to jell, which gives
Ross Miller a lot of time to throw to me.”’ Pate said
he believes the team will give its conference opponents something to think about this year.
Pate, a sophomore, said, ‘‘I have seen a 100 percent improvement on our team. I believe we have
the talent to win the conference title.’’ He believes
the team has a good shot despite its youth.
At the beginning of the season, Pate set two major goals for himself. One was to catch 50 passes
and the other was to score IS touchdowns. After
five games, Pate has caught 36 passes and scored
five touchdowns.

stat!

don’t get ding and
h it 9

—

supportive
of both his school and
Being the only child in his family to con-

tinue his education
and

through college, Diaz

said his brothers
and sisters are envious
of what

missed.

watch the

and Diaz said, ‘‘It doesn’t
make me

they watch. It makes me excited and
nervous
ee
ane os Gaidine ti
“4
played ge ogttry
4
oy
Garden Grove. He was a
ensive back and

just take what

See PATE,
page 32

e

Dean

and two sisters
are unders:an-

Diaz "The family went to Sacramento last weekend to

|

rt

“I

by

his parents, four brothers
] hit. 1 “fewere said
all athletes in high school and

Pate attributes much of his success to his parents
and his girlfriend. ‘‘My parents have supported
whatever I have done.”’ They drive to all the games
from Fremont to watch him play. ‘‘It really helps to
have someone
like my parents and girlfriend
to perform for,’’ he added.
Even with all the publicity he is
these
days, his Seer Bela tas suffered. + wildlife
management
ment tes a B average
coliege career.

photo

ty,”” he said about the possibility of breaking the
record.
And he was eager to share his accomplishments.
“The defensive line has done an ex
t
in
as.
pressuring the quarterbacks, and the defensive
t covering the receivers, which
burah Heimat’ backs have done
easier."’
makes my job a
Although football requires a lot of time and
energy, Diaz said, ‘‘School is my No. | concern
without a doubt.’’
His major is business administration with an emphasis in _Personnel managemen t. Diaz plans to
graduate in June 1984, which is his last year of

Statt photo by CatherineMc
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Injury ends athlete’s season

without the operation?’ "’

After the operation, Petersen was
put in a full-length cast for three
weeks. Now he is in a full-length brace,
which will come off next week.
The final, and most important step
toward recovery, will be rehabilitation
and physical therapy. It is Petersen's
a
oo
February.

Prior
to Sept. 3, Petersen never wor-

he had surgery to repair
in his knee.
operation wasn’t necessary,”’
"7
Petersen said in an interview last week.
—

from page 31

Continued

To overcome this burden, van Put-

ten usually breaks up the long travel by
‘letting the women out to walk around
and stretch their muscles.’’ She also
like to arrive four to five hours before

the game to give the players a chance to
rest and work off the effects of the
long drive.
Football Coach Bud Van Deren loads
the buses early Friday afternoon for
Saturday’s game. The only problem he
sees in travel is the stress it puts on the
players.
‘*Just being together all the time is
stressful,’’ he said. ‘‘But the real pro-

»

ried about injuries. Things are different now.
‘*Now that I have been seriously injured, I know it can happen again —
and it scares me.’’
This season will be the first time in
10 years that he has not played soccer.
ee rae
Petersen one ee
‘act that
finally “accept
been injured.”’

Se
Dave

Se
Wells,

the

women’s

w
which
Eee

. “I

see

disap-

pointment in Phil. He is usually pretty
-ho. Now he is a little down.”’
ilkes said the ianery had an ironic
twist because “*
ly early season =
juries happen to people who
aren't
—.
Phil was in the best shape of
anybody on the team.”’
As a result of being sidelined,
Petersen said he has devoted more time
to his studies. One of his habits is to
—
during the time the team prac“When Jeff (his roommate Jeff
Mitner who is the team’s goalie) leaves
for practice | whip out the books and
study until he gets home.’’
Petersen
the reaction of the
team members to his injury has been
good, but he noted that he could tell

*“*by

looking in their eyes”’

“were

eved it wasn’t them — which is how
oa
have felt if it was someone

As for the effects of his injury on the
team, Wilkes said an injury so early in
the season ‘‘hurt us psychologically.’’

Pate

eer

country coach, thinks the

Lyle Wilkes, an assistant coach for

cross

travel

time has a negative effect on the team
and an accumulative effect as well.
“The first time you travel it’s OK,”
Wells said. ©
Wells added that the body is able to
adapt to a certain amount of stress, but
after awhile it gets to be too much for
the body to handle and ‘‘it then affects
your performance.”’
With the negative effects of travel on
a team, not one coach said it had
anything to do with a team winning or
losing.
‘*It (travel effects) shouldn’t be used
as an excuse for a loss,’ Hopper said.

Continued from page 31
Pate said he thinks one of his bi
t
assets is his ability to catch the
thrown in the heart of the defense.
‘I’m not gun shy, I know I am going
to get hit in there. I just have to concentrate on catching the ball.’’

Continued from page 31
Diaz said he might have chosen a
bigger college to play at, but HSU was
a more realistic choice.
‘I thought about it. But as coach
(Fred) Siler put it, I could be a big fish
in a little pond or a little fish in a big

of the leg brace,
turn to next year’s soccer season.
His doctor has told him his
should be complete, and Petersen is
to his
confident of being able to return

:

‘*‘But Dr. Koch
told
me if I wantedto
y soccer or ski again I would have to
gery.
Petersen recalled the apprehension
he had about the surgery. ‘‘The last
thing I can remember before I went into
Operating room was asking the
doctor, ‘Is there any way I can play

old

ote

ego

to be playing

nex

next

_

he aie

At the age of 19, Pate has been a
stalwart in the success of HSU football

for a total of five games this season.
His statistics please his coaches while

they make other teams change their
defense. Under the wing of coach Scott
Nelson, Pate said, ‘‘I will have more
success in the future.””

pond,
and
I chose to be more
realistic.””
He has been selected to the allNorthern California Athletic Conference first team the last two seasons.
Sports Information
Director Tom
Trepiak said he hopes Diaz will be
named NCAA All-American this year.

HATS

to $7.50

Arcata

Kaitting Supplies
Distiactive Yarns
1166 H Street
Arcata 8233-1792

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
967 H STREET ARCATA
822-2834
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NCAC, regional race next for men

at conference finals

Staff photo by Deborah Heiman

The HSU cross country team will have to get a quick start at the regional qualifying meet Saturday.
By K.C. Swan
Staff writer

The HSU men’s cross country team
leaves for the sunny half of the state
tomorrow to compete in the combined
Northern California Athletic Con-

ference and Western Regional Cham-

pionships.
HSU has won the last three conference championships.
Saturday’s meet in Riverside brings
together cross country teams from the
Division II western region to determine
which will earn trips to the national
championship meet Nov. 13.
‘*I feel that we have enough
talent to
make it to the nationals,’’
HSU coach
Jim Hunt said.
“The team is really running as a
some. every member is important,’’ he
said.
The Lumberjacks will take seven
competitors to the championship meet
with five of the seven runners’ times
counting for the team score.

‘‘The top five runners need to do
their best, to do the ultimate, to make
it to nationals,’’ Hunt added.
Senior Tim Gruber agrees with Hunt
about the Lumberjacks’ chances for
qualifying for the national meet.
“I think we will do really well,’’
Gruber said. ‘‘We are going to surprise
some people.”’
Gruber applies this confidence to the
team’s performance and to his own
potential.
**I do not feel that much pressure,”’
he added. ‘‘I have improved over last
year when I qualified as an individual.
**You need confidence for what you

‘I am going to be able to spend a
night at home,’’ Fisher said. ‘‘My
family and friends will be there for
support, I am going to love it.”’
Fisher describes the terrain for
Saturday’s race as flat and similar to
the Patricks Point course.
Coach Hunt emphasized the value of
speed work for the team in preparation
for the regional meet.
‘‘We knew that it would be a flat
course so we have been training with
tempo running and working on getting
rhythm down,’’ Hunt said.
Tim Gruber,
Mike Fisher, Ray

Gruber said. ‘‘If I run well, the team
benefits and so do I, the best of both
worlds.’’
There will be approximately 140
competitors in Saturday's competition
starting at 9 a.m.
The number two position on the
Lumberjack squad is held by junior
Mike Fisher from Orange County.

the trip for HSU.

can do before you can help the team,””

runners end

with 6th-place finish

+

rs
4

|

Women

Webb, Arnulfo Morales, Mike Baca,
Octavio and Ramon Morales will make

HSU'’s women’s cross country
team closed out its season with a
sixth-place finish in the Northern
California Athletic Conference.
Joan
Lewis
was
the first
Lumberjack finisher. She placed
27th with a time of 19 minutes, 8
seconds over the 5,000-meter
course at UC Davis.
Coach Dave Wells had hoped to
contend for fourth place with
Chico and Sonoma State, but both
teams finished ahead of HSU.
**It’s kind of a letdown to finish
sixth,’’ Wells said. HSU finished
third the previous two years.
‘It’s not that we have untalented people on this team. We
just had some bad luck this cross
country season,’’ Wells said.
Kim
Pieratt
was
the top
freshman finisher in the conference last year when she finished
1Sth. This year she was forced to
sit out the conference meet with an
injury.
Another
top runner,
Judy
Peltier, also ‘‘redshirted’’ this
year. She is 30 years old and next
year will be her first year of competition at the college level.
HSU'’s second finisher Saturday,
Lori Ramierez, considers herself
mostly a track runner. Wells said
Ramierez trained only five weeks
prior to the conference meet.
Ramierez placed 28th at 19:10.
Wells said he is looking forward
to the track season because the
distance runners will make a better
showing.
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‘Sports briefs

Editor’s views

|Football team shut down before homecoming »

Warm-up
By John Surge

The HSU football team will have its

Sports editor

smn

HSU ae
se - get
ty impatient w
t’s
hungry
and has to wait in line for food.
After last Saturday’s game in
Sacramento the team decided it needed a nutritious meal of hamburgers
and burritos so the bus pulled into a
central
location
of fast-food
establishments.
The Taco Bell and McDonald’s the
*Jacks tried first appeared closed. So
about 45 or so of the players trekked
to Burger King in search of a Whopper.
But again their appetites were foiled:
Burger
King
was
closed.
However, through a series of hand
signals with locked-in employees, the
players discovered the drive-up window was still doing business.
The only eo
was they lacked
a vehicle.
there they were, 45
strong, waiting in a single file line
while two cashiers took their orders
and one cook did some of the
quickest short-ordering in his life.
ee0e
Phil Sarboe, an HSU
football
coach from 1951-65, is the first reciDistinguished
pient of the HSU
Coaching Award, and he will be
honored
during
halftime
at
Saturday’s homecoming game.
ee
Well, 1 picked the winner of the
World Series although it took the
Cardinals one more game than I expected.
Add Cardinals: Humboldt County

was well represented

in the World

Series. Blue Lake native Dane lorg
used his designated bat to get 7 hits in
19 at-bats .

wamne
with Hayward
sta e eafter
aywar
after being
trounced by Secramento State 30-8

game

over the weekend.

Hayward defeated Sacramento two

weeks ago 45-34 and San Francisco
State Saturday 42-14.
‘“‘We're not giving
up on these
guys,’’ Head Coach
Bud Van Deren
said. ‘‘And we know that the players
are not giving up."’
Kickoff time is 2 p.m.
**Amazing things have happened at
homecoming,’’ Van Deren said. Last
year the Lumberjacks pulled out a lastminute win over UC
Davis to end the
—
38-game conference winning

Spikers

Homecoming should be an air show
as both teams’ offenses rely heavily on
passing.
Hayward is led by quarterback Bill
Myatt who leads the National Collegiate Athletic Association Division II
in total offense. Myatt’s main target is
receiver John Rico, who has 40 catches
for 6$3 yards and 12 touchdowns this
year.

HSU will counter with its own passof quarterback

Hayward

Ross

with

to start season’s second half
ference between how we played then
and how we're playing now,”’ van Putten said.
HSU is coming off a fifth-place
finish in the Sonoma Tournament last
placed third in
weekend. The *Jacks
then defeated
round
the opening
Stanislaus State in two games and the
UC Davis ‘‘B” team in three games in
the consolation round.

Ultimate buds qualify
The
Humboldt
Buds
Ultimate
Frisbee team finished second in the
Northwestern Sectional playoffs over
the weekend and qualified for the
16-team Western regionals in Irvine
this weekend.
The Portland Fun Hogs won the
playoffs and Eugene Dark Star finished third. Portland placed second in
Humboldt’s harvest tournament earlier
this year.
The Buds defeated host Salem Rising
Sun and the University of Oregon.

Soccer team gets weekend off after losses
good. A couple of great saves by their
goalkeeper gave them the edge. Otherwise, we dominated the game.”’
The Lumberjacks will have this
weekend off to prepare for the NCAC

The HSU soccer team will wrap up
its season Nov. 6 and 7 with two home
oo against conference powerhouse
ayward State.
Over weekend the ‘Jacks dropped
their Northern
California Athletic
Conference record to 2-8 when they
lost two games to Sacramento State.
The scores for the games were 4-2
and 6-2.
“‘In the 4-2 loss we played our best
e of the year,’’ Head Coach Chris
opper said. ‘‘Our approach was

is having problems

pass defense. The Pioneers are giving
up an average of 199 yards
;
HSU is 2-4 overall and
0-1 in the
NCAC. Hayward is 3-3-1 and 2-0.

HSU’s volleyball team will start the
second half of its conference season
this weekend in the East Gym.
The Lumberjacks are 1-6 in Nor=
California Athletic Conference
play.
San Francisco State will play the
*Jacks Friday at 7:30 and
Hayward State will be on the court
Saturday night at 7:30.
The Lumberjacks lost to both teams
earlier this year.
‘*Our overall play has improved considerably since we played them,’’ Head
Coach
Barbara van Putten said.
“‘We’re running a better offense and
blocking better. There’s a lot of dif-

steak.

ing combination

ards
carry.
. Ga dela, the "Jacks have had
other teams’
trouble containing
HSU opponents
rushing attacks.
average 168 yards per game.

Miller and flanker Eddie Pate.
But Miller was intercepted three
times against Sacramento. Miller has
completed 79 of 147 passes for 846
yards, seven touchdowns and 12 interceptions. Pate has caught 42 passes
for $04 yards and five touchdowns.
Rushing
has been HSU’s weak spot
this year
both on offense and defense.
On offense, the ‘Jacks have only
averaged $6 yards per game and 1.5

finale against Hayward.
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i. Classified
For Sale

SPACE FOR HORSES. Grassy paddocks with shelter, automatic waering, $30 per month.
Box stalls
$32.50; pasture $22.50; 3 miles

ACROSS FROM HSU. Several people may purchase together. $20,000
down gets you into an attractive
3-bedroom with brick fireplace and
Studio apt. Fenced yard for dog. Lots
of parking. $74,900. Bayview Realty,
826-1543. 10-27

north
of HSU. STABLESOF THE SON
822-2190.

Experienced riders only. STABLES
OF THE SON 822-2190. 10-27

PARROT. Pertectly feathered, SpecWhite-Fronted

Amazon.

excellent
talking potential. Under

ROOM

Has

FOR

RENT—Quiet

neighborhood, 10 minute walk from
HSU.
Redwood
hot tub,
wooded

1-yr

old. Very beautiful. $295 or best offer. Call 839-4675 after 6 p.m.
10-27

backyard, female preferred. Calli Sam
or Garnet, 822-0146. 10-27

FOR SALE: Columbian Red Tail Boa,
$100

10-gal.

or

822-9108.

aquarium

best

10-27

Opportunities

and heat rock

offer.

Phone

TYPIST

will type

TYPIST

—

Experience

in

ATTENTION:

Professors, students,

For Rent

TYPEWRITER REPAIRS halt price
(ll clean or repair your machine for halt
of shop prices. Professional work,
budget prices. Call Tom, 443-9586
eves. ip

oak:

cut,

spiit,

826-1733or 822-9654. 11-3

BEWITCHED,
BOTHERED,
&
BEWILDERED? Add a HAT to your
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME.
Prices
from $4. Wide variety. The Mad Hatter Hat Shop, 418 6th St., Eureka.
Open 9:30-5:00, Mon-Sat. 10-27

and businessmen; Professional typing

delivered, $85/cord. Help send the
AWFC
Champion
Logging
Sports
Team
to Fi
, Arizona.
Call

Tan

At 8 p.m., Bruce Johnston presentsa
discussion on current trends in jobhunting and employment in Natural
Resources, especially Wildlife. Come
at 8 p.m., Science 135. 10-27

scien-

available year round using IBM CorrCting Selectric. Fast, dependable, and
reasonable. Cali Diane, 822-7114
12-8

GET
CARRIED
AWAY
THIS
HALLOWEEN! Grab your favorite
Spirits and throw
an uplifting party with
Alligator Balloons, 854 Ninth Street,
622-4141.
10-27
CAMPUS

RENT:

Share

2-bedroom

apt. near ocean in McKinieyville
utilities. Call 839-0703. 10-27

i

Seca
3

Corona Dei mar, CA 92625

Cal’

10-27

‘WHOSOEVER

GEL!

LIVES

in me

NONBUTT:

Hurry boy,

here
for you.
me

away

I'm waiting

Gonna take a lot to take

from

you.

There's

nothing

that 100 men or more could ever do
—Cootie Monster. 10-27
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP ana Bible study for all single persons 18-85.
Christian's Restaurant, 1062 G St.,
Arcata. 10:45 a.m. every Sunday
rod call 622-2190 or 822-0367
10-27

MR. KENT: You bring the bee; I'll br-

11:26. Church
of the Holy Fami-

CCM

ALGUM
by

OF

After

THE

the

WEEK

Fire.

good work and have a Happy Halloween. G&B. 10-27

AND

shall never die.’

11:30, 1757 J, Arcata. 10-27

& Found

cata Movie
Theater on 9/1/82
Reward
for return,
$25.
Ron
Johnson, home 822-4878 or office
826-3850. 10-27

668-41

ORGANIZA.

ly (Traditional Episcopal) Sundays at

LOST: Gerrard-Perigaux watch at Ar-

839-1477.

&

tact cards immeditely to NHE 206.
They're available in club mailboxes or
aa 206. You're losing members!

‘A.T.F.’

ROOM
IN
MCKINLEYVILLE
3-bedroom house has a fireplace,
washer, dryer, 2 baths. Close to bus
stores. Willing to carpool. $165
(low).

Lost

CLUBS

MS. Q: Three years, babe. Ups and
downs and ail-arounds, but | love you
more than ever. Three years! Here's
to many more together. Your loving
cakes, Mr. S. 10-27

TIONS: Piease return your club con-

John

FOR

UNLIMITED

MEETING — Wed. Oct. 27, 7 p.m.

tific/technical papers and thesis typing
Proofreading,
editing
Reasonable
rates.
Call Molly,
822-5535. 10-27

FINE HANDCRAFTED GUITARS.
Repairs, restoration on ail fretted instruments. & years experience, all
work
guaranteed.
Greg
Cobb.
839-3434. 12-8

FIREWOOD:

CONSERVATION

your term papers, resumes, etc. $1
per page. Dependable. Fast. Close to
campus. Call Ann, 826-0508. 11-24

o

SPORTS:
boys.

Good

luck in Riverside,

Say hello to Mickey

—

JS.

10-27

—

Featured

tracks, ‘Dancing in the Shadows’ and
‘Somstimjs.' 10-27

QUINELLA
everything

you well

Hope iite is good, and
and

everyone

— abrazos.

10-27

is treating

COSTUMES
YOURS
Will alse

521 2nd

buy

TRULY,

IZORA

or consign

old

your

Street

costume

Eureka

New

gy

The United States Air Force Nurse Corps

761 8th

invitations, resumes,
announcements, posters,
téichets, cards.
Location on the Plase

St., 822-1587

(behind

Pichy, Péichy, Pichy)

presents

THE INTERNSHIP
A Five

Month Program

pee reesenaenserenvnnyane
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

:

Tues., Nov. 2

*% to Increase Nursing Skills *

EXERCISE YOUR RIGHT

® to Increase Management Skills *

ASA

Call or write for more information.

Volunteers are needed to
‘Get out the Vote’

(There is an application deadline!)
Lou Allen Alexander, USAF, NC
Nurse Recruitment Officer

333
Oakland,

Road, Suite 803
California 94621

(418) 273-7435

Contact Patrick at 826-4221
or NHE 113

AWE?
JFUODGL GI é
A great
way of lite

CITIZEN

KW

KK

Wy Paid for by Associated Students Pee
oe Wek we

KREKKKKKK

with

EXPERIENCED

Personals

Misc.

RKKKKKKKE:

tacled

10-27

Services
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Windy wh irligig turns gusts to good use
St., Arcata, has a wind turbine behind
wind
is a ‘‘very
its shop.
©
ys
alwa
is
resource’? because it
Salesman Chris Marrone said it is
direction.
a
vepete
a sales tool, but is also tied in
r
. spruce is a popula

There is a whirligig on campus.

to make turbine

resources

cavreamrets

well
are

generator
ised wel, it will have paid for

life expectancy of a
25 years.
In order to be well-sited, Marrone
said the turbine should be 80 to 100
The

sunny

turbine, Marrone said
good
~~
from $50,000 to
costs anywhere
smallest, least efficient
$60,000.
le
tee
machines are is Ee Sie
t
offer a
PG&E
tur

class
:
the turbine does
oes an abd oor
duce electrici oe
up.
hooked
is
it
which
to
battery

t
“a

mph.

Mountain

ee

Power, at 350 I

°

9

to patrons who install wind tur-

ines.

A clearinghouse of information

Counselors give graduation lessons

answered, Lolly

questions

Students should

The busiest time at the center is dur-

An emphasis
By Naacy
M. Scott
Staff weiter

for helpat the center, or they can make

: essential here."’

casual

Peer

counselors

students

are

said.

atmosphere

is

students

as

greet

they enter the center office.
employed

as

as

Students could knock off as many

EEge
i
li
i Bi

tment, Haston
appoinopen,
an “An

Eight

peer

counselors at the center.
“The students here (at the center)
have a reputation that they will listen,””

» said.
Sheila Stone, a peer
“1 think that’s one of the best things

~ about this place,”’ she said.

s
a ‘‘very
lor
go through
Peer counse
to counsel

z

demanding” training process wits if,
ing a course designed to
cludes
teach students how

center’s funding comes from Student
Services fees, while Academic Affairs

zi i

©

feel free to drop in

counselors. Ninety-six percent of the

:

ee

kee

ee

Se

aa

Haston, A.I.R. Center director, saia.
““Our most common contact deals
with general education requirements,
which include the emphasis phases,”’
Haston said.
“*We're like a big clearinghouse of
information,”” she added. ‘“‘We tell
students the hows, wheres and whys of
- sequirements and direct them to the
people who can help them best.”’

the director and the assistant director,
a half-time secretary and the peer

other

t

academic

the hall of the building, she added.
The center has a $93,667 budget for
1982-83, which includes the salaries of

| i ue

HSU students who want to know
how to graduate can learn at the
Academic Information and Referral
Center.
The center, located in room 210 of
Siemens Hall, was established in 1977
as a place for students to get their

g &

Staff writer

ing the fall and at pre-registration,
Haston said.
“*We knocked out two walls in here
last summer to give us more room,”’
she said. Students used to line up down

Stone said she became a peer
counselor because she believes in helping people understand the information
that affects their lives.
‘For example, as a nursing student,
I believe patients need to know what's
going on with their health care. It helps
students to know that they can figure
out the stuff that affects their education,’” Stone said.
Since its first year, the center has
tripled its number of contacts, from
4,335 in 1977-78 to 13,056 during
1981-82, Haston said.

i i i:

By Valerie Moore

The president's office would take a
cut of $13,945, iain wel Oatey SiO Ser
oO!

the
ely
affect
cut will not immediat
fund.

It

will,

however,

lessen

He also added, ‘‘It’s putting the ceiling a little closer to our heads.”

amount of money A.S. puts aside
reserve fund.

Glen added that he ‘‘doesn’t believe
the average student will feel the cuts.”

the quality
tion up, and they should
acknowledged for that.”

be

